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There is little need of any explanation of the follow-
ing pages.The plan is to examine the policies of trade
unions in the United States in such a way as to set forth
clearly for what organized labor stands, what it seeks to
attain, and to point out the excellences or short-corni rigs
of its program.lt is not possible in this compass to set
forth all the policies of each union.we simply take those
leading doctrines which are common to all.
Ye are to deal with theory more than with fact. The
policies represent ideals in trade unionism and for a
variety of reasons ideals are rarely attained.lt is not
our place to denounce the violence sometimes used to attain
the unionist’s end or even to acount for it.Yet we may say
that such organizations as advocate sabotage cr any other
violent methods in their policies are not included in our
catalogue of the bona-fide trade unions. Our belief is that
the great rank and file of organized workmen are deciidedly
opposed to any but legitimate methods of attaining their
demands .Many mistakes have been made. Again and again the
workmen have been imposed upon by the unscrupulous .Yet
when all is said and done there have been fewer errors
than one could expect in so great a reformation a3 that
which is being brought about in the industrial world.
Ir. the form of the work we have sought to produce
a brief yet sufficiently comprehensive treatise from which
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Bank and file of Unionists opposed to vi olenc® .-Tnreal way
labor movement a r eformat i on—all such ar 3 marked by un-
lawful deeds .-Unions charged with limiting output
—
how differently from ether business combi rat i ors—capi tai-
ls t. i c monopoly and labor monopolies not to be placed i
n
same class . -Uni ons not incor pc rated--whv-
. Conclusion
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Chapter II-Collective Bargaining-
Coll active bargai nir.g- -mutual i sm put into practice--
defini tiors--li r.gle laborer not competent to make bargain
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a.iv i ng delegate—Rasul ts— Ag ents not supreme in calling
str i Ves--t,hi s not primary work—rather to Veep nan at
work—method of collective bargaining best to data—
Conclu n.on.
Chapter III -The Minimum Rate.
The name adopted—why—what Unionist mean? by "lining
tag e . M Minimum not maximum-confusion not ed—I eaders quoted—
Minimum rate applies to piece verk—Variety of attitudes
of unions on piece work- -Minimum rate necessary to collective
bargaining- -the plan often working before the union appears—
Criticism and union r epli e3—Minimum rate not eiual wages
tr ie3
for all --employer sometimes to make so- -Superior workmen
deserve better pay—Union craft librari es— Superior union
workmen willingly sacrifice for sake of minimum r > te
—
case in piece work. The. plan has Increased vages—'Wot an
unlimited gain—Rj se in prices- -non-producing classes
suffer-- "ell paid labor cheapest in long run—Uconovfcsts
quoted--.Raise of wages not asked when conditions prohibit-
declares that employer s systematically insist that conditions
prohibit --value of trained negotiator. Conclusion.
Chapter iv-The Shorter Uay-
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minimum wage--3horter workday comparatively n e - to
organised labor--Attituds cf labor 3r--length of working
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labor er by shortening periods of work—Results of improved
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Over fcime and its evils.
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Trade Unions demand b-j.st possible conditions of labor
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I.
THS FIGHT to ORGANIZE.
Par fore j tha fir.at and iri.ort.mt thing for tha trada
union i a to ba.Tha vary right of 3xist.3n.c3 has b 3 an da-
niad it. Through long years of struggle man suf farad im-
prisonment and asportation because thay had bandad them-
salvas together for tha pro taction of thair rights.
Tvary variety of legal repression has bean triad in ona
country or anothar to rraka unionism imp-ossibl a .The strife
has baan bitter. Today in tha Unitad 3 tat 33 tha fight is
won,yat there ere to ^a found man who dany tha right of
tha workers to u^ita and union man still find it nacessary
to da f and this right. Tha unionist daolaras that one a
any firm admits tha right of organization , it logically
follows that must also racogniza tha right of that organ-
ization to act for its individual members. This does not
however , always hold true in practice. In a variety of
mays employers who hava r acognizad unions have, aithar
from convenience or necessity , found it to thair pur] os
a
not tc negotiate with tha accredited representatives of
tha unions, ho doubt there have bear. exasperating con-
ditions which hav a mad a it raxt to impossible for em-
ployers to deal with union leaders, but much more fr 3-
iuantly thara is reason to believe that tha complaint
on tha part of tha employers is a subtsr fugs to land
color to thair refusal to coma to agr a smarts.
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In theory there is no argument against the trade
union's right to he. The utility ard especially the
economy of the trust is admitted today. Svery descrip-
tion of combination calculated to minimize the coat of
production and maximize profit? is to he found in the
industrial world. To he sure the organizations o r capital
are general ly of few men, or at least sc carried on that
fe*' mer appear in the business; and the union is o° many,
the more the he tier, most of whom in a large degree are
active in all matters of i nterest .Certainly there are
no more good reasons for the combinations of capital
the." there are for the combi nations of labor. Of course,
no matter how many are Interested in agreements either
as employers or employees the results of any action be-
tween the two parties must be worked out by a very few
men representing each.
That the union is an outgrowth of conditions which
made it inevitable history clearly shows. Hive n under the
old system of household industry, the journeyman and
apprentice living under the same roof with the master,
there was found to be necessary a more or less effective
organization to protect the worker from unfair treatment.
But under the new era of improved machinery , steam power
and factory buildings the need, is compel] ing .Excessive
hours of labor, wages below the mark of bare living, 3 ack
of protection fro™ injury, no means cf sanitation, evir-
crowding,no continuity of work, discrimination in disposal
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of 'work its, all ad aad their part to naV. e conditions un-
bearable and to fere a into being a orr -
3
arrangement for the
correction of these wrongs ."Tiat ev er may b e said against
the trade union tide history will wi trees-- that the greed
and ehor taigbtedness of some employers forced their adop-
tion by the workers .Petrospectior she ”s that Geo
. ^.I/chei l] s ’
statement is not simply rhetoric as it may first seem--
,,rfhe labor movement, is born of hunger ;hunger for food, for
eh e 3 ter, « trmth , cl o th i ng an d pi e isur e . "
*
’"her asv ed why they unite the answer of any trade
unionist i s- "because ve must do so to obtain the product
of our labor and the trade union is the best means we have
yet found to secure for us good wages, a eho v* t work day and,
we hope in time , complete independenc e .The m tter is not
one o'* sentiment or charity, but business pure and simple.
wh5 idea is that "t'utual i sm is preferable to individual! sm. M
^hat the individual worker cannot hope to obtain, the joint
efforts of many may secur e,^s may be enlightened by a few
definitions of the objects of labor unions and we may note
that with the progress of time and the growth in numbers
and power the object has en\arged and become more inclusive.
In T368 Thornton said, ’,,Tnicn is to secure the freedom of
exchange with regard to labor by putting the workman or
something 3 ike an equal position in bargaining with hi 3
empl oyer . --laborers do not want to v e dictated to but
•Paper before the Int ernat i onal Labor Congress , Chi capo
111 , T3C3
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rant to dictate . —Laborers claim that as the employer
vpants to gat the most possible out of’ capital so does
the laborer out of labor."* the ^ain idea hara is in-
crease of rages. Thornton came nearer the present object
of the workman when he said, "The single aim of the trade
unionist is to enable themselves to dictate arbitrarily
th e condi ti on a o f employmen t . " * * Go s t r i c t says , "The
rain object of the best and most, intelligent English
laborers is not to obtain the highest possible rate of
wages, but to render the workingman's employment and his
means of subsi stance less pr ecar ions . —Trade unions now
ai** at every means that will raise the workmen to the best
position it is possible for them to obtain. Raise of wages
may be the principal means to that end, but not the sole
meane.lt ie no t^aesi st the individuals to raise themselves
above the class, but to raise the class itself."***
H.^.^ly says, "Trade unions and labor organizations are, then,
designed to remove disadvantages under which the great mass
of workingmen suffer, and must continue to suffer unless
they get relief either by voOrlntary combination or by
combined political action."
* v y Thornton--Labor& its
** Ibid.
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R. f. tuLv- -Labor Fovement in America.
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All*, this may be effectively summed up in the following
definition- the trade union is " A continuous association
of v/age-earners for the purpose of maintaining or improv-
ing the condition of their labor."* In the ^edeaal Statutes
the trade union i s def in ed-" Associat i on3 of working pecfle
for the eever-u purposes of aiding members toward greater
efficiency, promoting their general Intel 1 igence , rai sing
i
~
funds for the benif.it of the sick, disabl ed or unemployed
members or the families of deceased members and "'or the
regulation of their wages ana hours and conditions of
labor and the protection of their individual rights in
the prosecuting of their trades."
'”a can readily see that the unions are rot the cause
of hostility between labor and capital, but the result of
that hostility. Unionists regard the union as the most
natural thi rg imaginable. Hence such savings as- "ran
s
first duty is to organize
.
—
'Text to the family the trade
union is the highest exemplification of the gregarious
ins tine t . —Uven the beasts c n the field know the value
of sticking together."** However we may regard such
epigrams them speak strongly ofthe things for which the
unionists stand. They hold that the very life of the
laborer depends upon this one principle of union and
that it is his first duty to unite for his own and his
fellow worker’s good. The larger the organisation and
Sidney & Be-. trice "ebb- morn* A
*
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the more 'strongly welded together, the easier the task of
getting results
.
ltThe best organized workers, those who ar ?
better prepared to enter into the strikes or to resist
lookouts* , are those who have least, occasion to engage in
them, and yet are the greater beneficiaries from modern
civilization in the form of higher wages, shorter hours
o f dai 1 y toil, and Sunday rest . "
*
This leads us to the place where we may aak, M lf there
i* no argument against the organization in theory, is there
any argument against it, in practice? To answer this question
is part of the object of our work. In a general way we may
look at the matter before re tuv e up in detail the oother
policies of trade unions in the United states. In the next
sentence to that uioted from Tr Croppers above, he says of
the best organize! worker s- "Them at tair a higher plane
of morality, economic political and social independence . ”*
*
He else adds-" All really educated and honest men admit
that the thorough organization of the rage workers tends
to render employment and the means of subsistence less
precarious and secures a larger share of the fruits of
thei r toil. --It raises rages and lo'ers usury. It festers
education and uproots ignorance ; increases independence
and decreases dependence. It, develops manhood and balks
tyranny. Tt shortens hours of toil and lengthens life .
*
'Samuel Gomper s-Organi zed Labor - I ts Struggles,
Its Sns^ies and Its Tool Friends. P.5
* « Ibid T, .S
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It lightsm and brightens man. It establisl fraternity
,
ind dtjacouragas blind eel fi shn es^ . It paV^ manhood more
i n 1 e pendant, womanho o a rr<o r a b aau t i ?u 1 and ha al t. v fu 1
,
an d
childhood more hopeful and bright.lt cheers the home and
tends to maVe the vorl 1 better."* No doubt thi 3 is a
globing desor ipti on-perhape too optimistic *, yet *’e shall
see that much of it 1c true. That the ideal has been
reached >vr trade unions their meet ardent admirers
could not claimjbut that generally speaking they have
been the beet means so far offered to lead the worker
to his ovn cannot, successfully be controverted.
There are persons aho denounce all unionism be-
cause of the evil which has been, wrought through, it.
Individual cases o f abuse of pc^er , u necessary st^ibes,
use of viol sues, breaking of contracts etc, have occurred,
duch things ire deplorable and no one sees it more clearly
than those who hays the union most at heart. The attitude
against all violence ancUconsidaring the various nation-
alities of the striker s ) the remarkably little violence
done during the great coal strike of J9o2 under the
leadership of Fr John Ki tchell
,
indicates the place 1 r
which some leaders stand in these maffers.lt is un-
fortunate for the welfare of unionism that such cases
as Fo* r$f* , Pettihone and the FetTamara are to be reckoned
with, but it is much mere unfortunate "or union leaders
11 Ibid -P.7.
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to declare theee men innocent before the / a ~ * tried and
to seek by the ua^ of every power, f i nanci al
,
pol i ti cal
or otter
,
to keep justice from hein
,
admi ni st s ^ed. Bar
better for organized 3 abor in every way to have al 2 those
guilty of violence punished as the 1 iw lem&nds a"d to re-
nounce the countenancing o'* rascality of anv Vina once and
for all. ho union ever gained anything by sieving *o shield
those who hays tried mistakenly to advance its welfare by
unlawful methods. Tyranny has no place ii the'' for employer
or employee. Because one* is thought to have practised it
does not give license to the other to do so. ’To democracy
can stand upon tyranny and for our industrial democracies
known as unions to attempt to do so is worse than folly.
*
m
o the honor of many unions with whom *’s have talked
about the cases mentioned above let u.s say th at the great,
majority have been decidedly opposed to the blocking o f’
justice or of upholding the crimes pat the same tins they
desired that the accused should have a fair chance to de-
fend themselves. In a very real -ay the labor ••ovemfimt
has been a reformation. All such movements have been
accompanied by unlawful deeds. This among the j no us tries
is no exception. Ths chief question is- -have the results
been adequate; the answer is yes.
Objection is mads to trade unions because they limit
output .By shorter hours, limit of apprentices ,r efusal to
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•work overtime e to th3 amount of production i 3 lessened.
There is trut v : in the st \t errant- -how much truth wi 1 3 he
noted i n the 3 ?,ter chap t erg .The -wag 3- workers very rightly
observe that the limitation of output caused by the natural
operations of or genia ed labor is meager ’when compared "i th
the deliberate plans of the manufacturers and dealers to
vith-hold products for the purpose o ? maintaining or lift-
ing prices. It is also a very fair complaint o r the laborer
that at tl^es he has been deprived of selling his comodi ty,
labor* '.'hich If not sold at a certain time will be forever
lost, in order that the employer might curtail his output
and so Veep prices up ; the employers comodi ty being of such
a character that if it is not sold in the present, it may
be sold at sore future time. The unionist also states that
ranv of the union rules which curtail output have been
forced upon them by unscrupulous employers. For instance
the limitation of the number of apprentices has been
found necessary, because owners have filled their shops
with bevs who were frequently kept at work or some one
machine until th ev oottld do a man’s work -with the rs-
/
;
suit that one man less was required or the shop force
and the bov aas not permitted to become a journeyman
in the craft but was doomed to remain a specialist
operating that ore machine. No doubt the trx.de union
limits output. T’s do not believe , however
,
that the matter
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been anlafged • ofl ^t a,r it o as . Pr obably l • 3
r a i s 3 i n j; r i o a s d? ».r i ng t ha p aa t 1.3 n t y y e \r s c an
partially be accounted for in the wids 3pr-3ad organ-
ization of wage -earners .i'any other thing:? also have
e n.
1
1 r 3 j in t o th3 r a t tar.
It is fra piently point 3a out that the trade unions
ar e not incorporated and it i 3 argued from this fact
that the union cannot be held to its contract *3 causa
+,h ) rami '’ac tuner cannot sue an unincorporated body,
Thi 3 is trua but only half the statement. Neither can the
union hold the employer to his contract because ar un-
incorporated concern cannot 3U3. 4s a rat er of fact con-
tract breaking has become so exceedingly rare that the
argument has little value on. either side. A natural question
i s , why do not the unions incorporate ?Here is the common
ansuei*. "I f the tr ades union was to become incorpor at ed
it would be a comparatively easy matter for an unscrupu-
lous employer to hire a spy to commit an act of lawless-
ness -which vould involve the destruction of property
whereby the entire union would become invol ved. A. success-
ful suit f or’ damages would practically disrupt the organ-
i.ij.it ion. If all employers e -* e absolutely honest, the
incorporation of the union right be insisted upon; but
"or the reason given above organised labor 1’ naturally
cautious about taVing a step which would bring it
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ctically no advantage, while it *rould lay U33I r
th i assault*? of it-? eneir5 33 , ”
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’’Mutual ism is batter than individualism.” This i 3
om of the epigrams of organised llbor. In collective
bargaining mutualism i 3 put into practice. Professor
Pawcett cays that trade unions are forced that the
laborer may ha-^3 the same chance c * selling his labor
dearly as the master has of buying it cheaply
. ’’•Tunning
says unions are organised ”to ensure the freedem of
exchange with regard to labor, by putting the workman on
something 11 >3 equal position in bargaining with his
employer. ”** It will be seen from thi3 that the primary
policy of the trade union is coll active bargaining.
Before the time of the union and the guild the
individual workman got the best terms he could from the
<
Master .All tile thought will make it plain that ir the
average case a 3i.ngle laborer could do little to force an
unwilling employ er to pay him an adequate "age . In. collect-
ive bargaining a body of workmen banded together make the
sale of their labor at a stated price, for a stated period
of time, under stated conditions of employment- -a chosen
representative or committee dealing with the master for
the j/orkmen. This method of arranging rate of "ages, hers
• Prof
.
Fawcett- Quoted by Trant U. A. "Trade Unions P
** Mr Tunning-- .. ; .. .. V
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or work, condi tions raspacting a.ini tit .Ion ate, has vary
largely superseded the method of the individual bargain,
ther ? ar? a till 3 or 1 3 employer 3 who daclar 3 that th3y will
d aal with th 5 individual workman and who strongly obj 3ct
to union business agent or walking d ? 1 agate. Tha attitude
of organ! .sad 1 abor is shown in the followi ng
,
"The manager
or superintendent who refuses to da tl • i th tha alactad
repr asantatives of tha trad as union who may not ha in tha
employ of t’ a corporation dees not s a an- to r .sail 33 that
ha Mms al f is tha elected or appoint ad r epr esant.ati va of
1 numb a r of stock-holder a , thus practically becoming tha
business-agent or M~'alking dalag-.ta” c r 1 is corporation.
Taking human nature as on? ^inds it, it mould ba only
natural for tha supar int andent to b 3 prejudiced agai nst
tha workman mho, representing his f allow-amployar
a , dared
to nr assn t a gri avanc a in thair bahalf. "'o avoid this
ujjpl aasant and almost inevitable d.i scrimi nation, organized
labor prepare to appoint to this difficult task 1 man who
can not ba touched by tha corporation because of bis
aggressive interest in behalf of its employes Tha method
of collective bargaining is not confined to workman who are
.organ! sad into uni ons .Meetings of labor era are sometimes
held which const! tut. 3 temporary committees to represent them
*
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with, committees from the rasters and by this means
bargains are effected. However the union has the most
effective machinery to put the plan into operation
,
and the
only means, 30 far devised, of accomplishing it for a large
territory. A continued organization is not only necessary to
meet the differences which may arise with various firms in
particular districts ,but also to interpret the concli tions
and bring about peaceful renewals of agreements. The agree-
ments end the plan of the organizations to bri. "g them about
have become very extensive in the United States .There may be
collective bargaining for a single *irm of any industry, but
usually the bargaining is ions for al 1 those of one craft in
a particular city or town ind i n so^e cases for those in
a district or even a state. "For instance the Carpenters md
.Join ms TTnion he? its local organization in a. single city or
town, it has its district council including representatives
from say four or five or more local unions and this council
is in turn represented in the Central Union and this may
send representatives to the Uaticral Convention.
All the members of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners of America have a close connection on? with another
through this series of organizations and are r eadv to stand
by one another in the struggle to get the ^ est possible return
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for thei~ labor. This, however, doas net complete tbs organ-
isation for the allied craft. 3 13 the masons , house painters,
plumbers
,
plaster era ,bui lding labor ers mav join in an agree-
ment to support each other. In like manner gr a at organizations
hay ? been built up in a vari ety of industries as among miners,
iron workers , taxtil e work ?rs
,
garment makers , rai lroad employe es
etc; which hau th 3 combined str »ngth c P nation ride organizations
and agreements with allied crafts. Added to this in thSHnitsd
states is the American Federation of Labor to 'which almost
a?] the unions belong and ir which they unite for their cordon
welf ar s
.
T
"ha t may be accomplished by rueh combination i ? * e-
scrihed in "Industrial ttemocracy" vheri sj eakirg of the build-
ing tra 5. es-- , ’’This collective bargaining arranged at a con-
ference between the local faster builders , and the local
officials of the National uni ons , 3 ettles
,
‘‘or a specified
term, t h » hours f0 r bag! nni n.-_ an d e r; di ng rc rV , th e mi mi mu
m
'-ate of wages, the payment 3 for overtime, the age and number
0 f appr entices to be ta> 3 n , the dr r angem-e n t s as to pi 2 c 3 -
"
rorV,the holidays to be allowed, the notice to be given by
employers or workman terminating engagements , tbs accomoda-
tion t.o be provided for meals and the safe custody of tools
,
an 3 +he numerous allowances or extra payments for the tr a • oil-
ing
,
3 odgi ng
,
na,
’alk 3 ng time,” ’’grinding money
,
” etc .^hese elabo-
rate codes , unalterable except by formal notice from the
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or- ini^atiori 3 or* aither aide, thus plica on a uniform foot-
ing as regards the hifling of* labor the wealthiest contract
or and the builder on the brink of bankruptcy , the firm
crowded with orders and that standing practically idle.
On the other hand, the superior workman retains His free-
dom to exact higher nag
e
3 for hi 3 special work, whilst tty 3
employer of superior business ability
,
or technical -'now-
ledge, and the firm enjoying the bent, machinery- or plant,
preserve, it is claimed , every fraction of their advantage
ov er their competi tors . "
*
mi th the appearance of collective barged nine; has come
the '* expert negotiator” a person who has .specialized i *
the metier of agreements and who has acquainted himself
v'-'-r thoroughly with tk 3 details of the .industry or trade
inyolmed.lt is not right to assume that the wage-earners
make unfair demands for advance of wage 3 or shorter hours
with no regard to the conditions of the industry in which
they are employed. That unfair and even preposterous de-
mands ham3 been made altogether too often in the past re
cannot deny. 'these may be classed with the lessons wnich
have to be l earned in any movement of rsform.fith the
learning of these lessons, the workmen have come to realize
the need of understanding a multiplicity of details
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affecting the industry and ncr .3 and wra the 3vp2rt nagcti
at or l*s bsing employed. Adraw-back has appeared irt the da-
sirs of the workman to h tv 3 one cf their own man- -a parson
actually working at the trade concerned, to represent their.
It may rsadiiy be seen that many men expert in the craft
carrnot and never will be able to comprehend all the econom
ic conditions which must enter into every agreement. .More-
over many of those who have been selected by the tnionists
from their own craft to act as agents have not had the
keenness o’ mind necessary to cope with trained business
wen whose routine work is ens making of agreements and
bargains .By this the laborer has repeatedly suffered
until ve are now at the time when salaried men are em-
ployed for this work. Mr Gompers very curiously seems to
fesl that it is to the union’s credit that he is abi b to
say of these agent3-~”They are usually underpaid, when
one considers the character of the work ana other de-
mands which are made upon them. The business agent. 0 p a
labor union receives his salary on the rate cf wages
which prevails in his craft. The international officers,
who carry great responsibilities , whi ch demand executive
ability c r high order , receive only what j 3 paid an
ordinary clerk in the office of a corporation. .1 1 will
be j nt e-esting to note that the term" talking delegate”
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had its origin in ths action of a TTar V’ork labor union
which refused to pay the car far® of its business agent’’.*
Frew such conditions it will not b? difficult to sec one
reason why wany "blunder s hays been wide by 3 ahor organ-
isations ,Lo” paid agents ar u very lively to be inefficient.
Ill-tiwsd strives ,unr eascnabl e demands ,br sakin.g of contracts,
even -acts of vl ol encs , may easily he accounted for in the
employment of untrained negotiators.
"hsr® is a feeling abroad among '»an-r reopls that these
agents are supreme in calling 3triV.es and In al] other action
of the union and that the men are entirely do^ihated by them.
lf 3ry probably there hare bean agents who hare either ron
or bull-doaed their uni ons into subwi es j on/'s hare fre quently
heard of cases where rr-en have not dared to vote against a
strive when they were absolutely out of sympathy *t th it.
ouch conditions are the exception and are not to be con-
sidered cowmen .The theory and general practice afe the
opposite . Aweri can workingmen are usual! v i nd-erena-ent and
not -easily rid den over rough- she d . The agent h?.s the right
to st. etc his ideas and urge his plan. but the calling of
?. strike and the ending of a stride is don.'3 by the rote
o* the wewbers of the union, and the agent has the authority
to announce the result. A popular idea is th si. these wen are
* la^uel Gowper s--Open Letter--?.".
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sspecially employed to bring About atrik33 , whereas their
3')oo?ri is measured in proportion as they \r? able to Veep
their rr?en continually at work under favorable conditions.
•Jo t’ar an being advocates of strives, if records could be
prepared it -would be found that, agents prevent far more
tha r t,b 3v i n s t i ga t e .
it is also charged against business agents that they
have been suscept ible to graft c * various binds
.
r,,hat thev
vo viId thr ? t. t, an erru loyer vi th ?. striv e \ th*. midst c "
a rush season unless a certain pri wo s paid, or that when
a striae 'right h. * v ? ended ri th success to the union » the
agent has call’d it o*f fo'* a price. ^hie Vind of thing was
r»or 3 lively in the early history of t* e movement than it
i 3 no w . A s i r- 9.1 1 o o ndi 1 1. o re c f rr a e f i n d r as o a 1 3
,
i t w0u 1 d
be v.erv strange if ve d? d not f 1 n 3 sore of then among busi-
ness agents. Also, as in other business ?n f erprises , j t is
only -a matter 0 * tire before the-/- are #oun." out. and di «-
mi ss rl. Tf ?r >/ rany of the charges are -without foundation
in fact, vh 9n they are c a r e fu 1
1
.
7
i nv c 3 1 i 3 0 ted. Sore n 0 6 0 ». 5b t
an true ."Probably no ro^e business agents are guilty of fraud
than the proportion of live ren employe 1 in ether ro ry * j th
e inal t crept at i ©ns ,
3or3tim.es the waivi^g-dele.gat e is denounced as offensive
in the use o'" his authoritv.This also is tr us .LiVe-ei se it. is
not con si start vi th the plans of unionists a~d is fro.wn >d
upon by them. A member of a labor organization told of the
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following incident. A sma"i 3 manuf-acrur sr in the ^ld? t of
a rush period found it necessary to go down into his
packing roo n' to help his wan that ha might get his orders
shipped in time to fulfil his contracts .hone of his o vn
ran objected to his presence or his assistance .The business
agent happened in while the employer was thus engaged and
ordered hi 1* to pu i t do i ng t h e wo r V himself an d if n ecessar
y
hire another man or he would call the men. out on a strive.
It ,vas one of the standing votes of the union that the
agent could c 11 a strive if non-union men were employed.
’the cmer had no choice but to obey, for a strive at that
tire would have been a very serious th.i^g for his business.
On being asVea what he cmId have done had he been that
employer, the union mar who told the above sai d-”I *d have
VicVed that business agent out . "The interf er ence was both
petty and unn e c e s sary .Such annoyances cannot be anti rely
»
obviated, yet thitattitude of the union man luoted above,
is no doubt the general attitude of the great mass of
of sensible trade unionists.
The chief difficult'/ with collective bargaining is
not the waVirg of the agre ?msnt , bu t toe interpretation
of it. In some of the trades the agreement is so simile
that, there is rarely any trouble, but in others where the
articles produced change with varied seasons , fashions etc
,
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many nice inaction as to the ammourt to ha paid a place
o’
- a do sen arisa.lt is avidant that each change of styl
a
cannot be foretold in a five year or evan. a one year con-
tract. In the textile and ehoe industries f for instance
,
even when car a fill and extensive list? hare bean made out
in the agr savant ,unlooked for emergencies appear ,mh
3
workman is jealous to get the + a~-g »•+— highest possible
wage and the employer to get the wo rV as cheaply as he 3.3.n
.
One of the best means hit upon to date for such a difficulty
is 3. committee of interpretation composed of epual represent
at ion of a1orbrer and masters chi oh goes over the proposition
in detail and strives to corns to an equitable arrangement.
In some cases an outside person is added who acts ?9 um-
pire ir. case of a deadlock . Thi 3 impartial member de-
cides the question after hairing the c tse from both sides.
Hsu ally his decision is agreed upon as final. It must be
add s d he r 3 , th at many un ion j *
t
n wi 1
1
1 i oh 1 y di s
c
1 ai m an
y
acceptance of this plan as a part o'" their policy in re-
gard to collective bargaining, for the reference of a dead-
lock to an impartial umpire smacks too much o' compulsory
arbi tr it 5 0 n--a thi
n
g t h 3y par ticularly reject. Another meth0
d
of handling differences in the i nterpretati on 0" agreements
is by using an expert agent—vary often the union business
agent and an expert representative of the employers who

t2.2 .
jtr*3 thoroughly coirpatent to settl3 tha rooted lusstions
Vo fai r ram ?r . Some tires tha 3 a p-ersen.s ar e rremb ers of
a committee of their respective employers and v/crv- bacV
through the? commit! s-3 to tha union or firir as tha case
itay he and thus s 3 aura tha ratification of thair con-
clusions .'’’’his w a the a Is probably the- root satisfactory
of any y 3 1 found. 3c "a parsons mav object to it b a causa
tv s plan gives ever larger authority tc the badly abused
union business agent, hap i n he is fitted to do the other
?/o rV ’•/••hi eh falls to hi 3 lot, surely h > is i fi ed to
act ?,« trie union r eprs sen tat i va in int ’rp'* sting agree-
ments.
T n conclusion ».u "us t admit that the i» ethod of
coll so tire bargaining is not perfect in gaining desired
results , In many of the industries it is werhsu only in
a e ru d ,
»
rvay Hr e n wh ere it .1 s dev .3 loped to i t. s h i g f. 13 • t
.» ff j rs ency,it does no t give ah soliite 3-ati sf ecti on. But
•after all is said an ;i done i t i s 1
1
" 3 b 3 s t " e th0 a y e t
deviled and in almost •vary case There yages have b » ?r.
lar-relv advane sd, coli active bargaining in cue' hands of
organised labor has - een the means ue sd • ?h e following
ohapt ers contain some of the methods and results of
its application.
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THE FinnETf/ R/TE--
The term "Minimum Rate"is adopted because it ex-
pr 33333 most fully the policy of trade unions in the
TTnitsd states in regard to wage agreements .The "minimum
wage"and the "living wage" are phra333 used synonymously.
By a living wage is not meant one which furnishes a hare
exi at eno e ,hut one which gives a reasonable opportunity
to secure those things which make up a comfortable Hiv-
ing. All unionists would strongly support Adam Smith when
he says, "It is hut equity that they who feed, clothe,
and lodge the whole body of people should haws such a
3har e of the produce of their labor as to be themselves
tolerably 7/ellfed, clothed, and lodged, 1 ' but most work-
men would go even farther and declare that the rate o°
wage should guarantee a standard of Hiving that would
enable every family so to Hire as to gain and maintain
every means conducive to physical , mental and moral wel-
far e
.
Let us note of this minimum rate that it is a
mimimum . Fany unthinking people make charge against
the union that it does not give a better workman the
opportunity to gain his legitimate wage increase over
an inferior workman. Such persons do not seem to know
•Samuel Compare -Paper before International Congress
Chicago I 11,139
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that the minimum rat? i 3 not a maximum, There 33
absolutely no objection to paying a batter price for
better labor . Indeed this is often dons. "The unions do not
demand eiual earnings for a] 1 workmen , thus reducing the
skilled workman to the lev:?] of the lowest .They do in-
sist that a minimum or living wage he paid;but there ie
nothing in the laws of the American Federation of Labor
or ary o'* its affiliated unions that prevents an employ-
er from paying any employe as much as he pleases.” 11
The same authority also states, "The unions prescribe a
minimum living wage; not a maximum wage. They insist upon
a living rate, and never interfere with an employer de-
siring to reward superior skill or merit, the charge of
labor’s enemies to the contrary not withstanding . " **
Investigation will prove this to be true.
Let us not forget that the minimum rate does net apply
to t v e day wage only , but also to all piece- -crV agreements.
If o^ly certain classes of union men were asked about their
attitude toward piece-work, one vould think that all organ-
ised labor is opposed to it. For instance in the constitution
of a District Council of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners of America one of the stated objects c r the
1 1 s" M to discourage piece-work. "However in some crafts
* 5amuel Gonper 3 ,Oj>en Letter. P.4.
Samuel Gomper s , Organised Labor -F.o.* *
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no other f-tir standard of payment could be mad 3 so that
piece-work becomes not only desirable but indispensable
to both employe-'* and employ as ."For example in such i n-
dustries as textile , 3ho 3 , cigar etc.
"ha minimum rate is necessary to eel] ective bargain-
ing svan when agreements arc on a am] 1 scale. As a rat tar
of fact in many a shpp,ani sv»n di stri ct , where the labor
unions hare not reach 3d the standard wage i« sat voluntari-
ly, and no doubt often unconsciously, by the employer for
practical ly every Vina o * •» orV
,
though the rats rnav be low-
er than the minimum which a union rould desire, There arc
parsons who b el j eva that the ,Viinim in rate means epaal wages
for all workman .Per this reason the plan 13 severely critic
izsd .'fa have sea* that the policy of the union does not in
tend this .For cover the union does not intend to force the
master to employ an incompetent workman. ’’For, do the
uniorsinsist upon the employment of incompetent men.^h-ere
agreements exist, the employer can hire any mm he pleases
in compliance with the terms of the agm earnest.
. 'Fhere no
agreement exists, the union has no jurisdiction in the
matter, but in either case the employer has every right
to discharge the in-competent , shiftless employe.”*
the minimum rate 1 3 for work actually produced and has
nothing to io with higher wages for superior workmanship
* Samuel Gompers-Open Letter, P, 4,
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or for larger production or for both. Indeed organised
labor encourages the ambition'? workmen that he seek to
better himself. In some local unions excellent libraries
are to be found in which member a can learn of their craft,
in other a classes of instruction are offered and younger
members are especially urged to join, and in moat of the
craft, journals a fair proportion of the space is given to
helps in the practical work of the industry.
Tr» piece work it is immediately Ibvious that, the mere
eVi 11 Ml ^an wording at the 3am 3 rate per piece as the less
skillful will gain all the value of hie superior ability
by his increased output and hence larger mages. It is
readily seer that in time-work the earnings will be more
nearly e pual than in pi ece-work.This is not because the
minimum rate cuts off the superior time-worker from the
•extra wage which his greater efficiency should give Mm.
Experience does justify the conclusion that ^ tbs minimum
rate there is less tendency on the part of the employer
to give the time-worker extra pay for special skilled
tasks. Yet this is admitted by the skilled men in organ-
ised labor there is rarely a complaint .They recognize
t, h 3 f x 0 1 tha t th ? r e ar 3 ho n 3 at
,
indu s t r i 0 j 3 pi odd e r s who
do their beet, and they seem juite satisfied that these
fellow workers 3hould profit regularly by a minimum rate
which mav occasion 3,11 y cause them- a loss of extra wage.
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Nor is thin hind of thing confined to time-worker.
v*r\r frequently piece-workers of exceptional skill ill
regularly ke ep down their personal output for 'e?.r that
if they are found to be producing above ?„ certain amount
t,he price way b 3 cut to a figure at whioh the less dextrous
could not maka a living. The unfortunate feature of the
natter is that the fears* referred to have had altogether
too vuch ground in actual experience.
This then lays before us the method which unionism
has found most efficient in aiding the workman to cell hie
labor to the beet advanta ge .That by its use wag in have been
increased, no -ore rill deny .The increase has varied gr e tly
in different trades, but the general movement has been a
decided advance. In some cases the pay has nearly or luite
doubled in twenty years and *ith that the working week has
decreased from 50 to 48 or even 44 hours. This does not mean
that the increase has been one o'' unlimited gain to the
1 abor er .T'i th the increase has co^u the rise in prices,
but even 3 c prices have not risen to that extent which
would make. than conmernsu^ato to t he increase of wages.
Moreover in some cases prices have decreased where profits
and wages have increased because of the larger effj enev
of newly invented or improved machinery. Man produces
more than he consumes , therefore in a given trde his
increase o* wages is bound to help him. The great rise in
.rices which has occurred during line years of the perfect-
ff
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1 ng of labor unions cannot be ascribed to the increase of
•’ari3 alon a . There 5 a no doubt that oorr espondinglv la,rge
or larger profit* have gore hard 5r hand *;i th tb e i ncr case
of wages. The greatest suffers are the ic-c •]] id non-pro-
ducing cl -issss and those labor ere of a]] kinds whoss
employment does rot land itself readily to unionism.
Another point -which organized labor makes is that well
paid 7-’orv?r3 are not necessarily unprofitabl 3 to the capital-
ist. It has been proved that the kind of work for -^hich no
wages is paid, ray be the least profitable.* Likewise it
can easilv be 3ho vn that poor workman at lo >• "/ages are more
expensive than good workmen at high wages. Mr Frederic
Har-i*on pertinently puts or, * phase of it when he aav 3 -
”The workman whose intelligence requires no more than the
minimum of supervision i s a cheap bargain even at the maximum
wages . "The view of the unionist is that a well paid workman
•»-ho can secure for himself ind family the things which go to
make for a high standard of living is cheaper in the long run
to the employer then one pocrlv paid, and it i3 not now un-
common to *ird employers who agree.
f’he unionist also emphasises the fact that he does not
advocate a rise o'" wages when economic conditions do not
warrant it."Ry this he does not mean that under such conditions
increases have not been fought for in the past--un&oubt edl y
they havejbut he ascribes such mistakes to ignorance or
* 3ee Carrol h. bright-- “Industrial Evolution of the
hnited States.” P.I5I.
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mi sunder standing . T t is rot the plan or policy of organized
labor to be so unr easonabis .He does insist, however , that
the employers syst erratically refuse to acknowledge that
conditions an such as to warrant a rice when they Vno
»
perfectly well they ire so.Tt is from this unfortunate
state of affairs that so many difference arise. It is very
evident that an undue increase of wages would in the long
run be disastrous to the workman and the trained leaders
of the unions, at least, ore acute "enough to recognize it.
One of the important tasks of the trained negotiator is
to know economic conditions relative to the industry sc
well that he will be able to .judge correctly whether or
not a demand for an increase is reasonable.
In so far as wages are Concerned we believe that a
fair survey of the history of American industries in the
last fifty v ears will show that the method of collective
bargaining as worked through the means of the minimum
rate is reasonably successful .To date no better plan has
appear sd.
y y
*
%
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CHAPTER IV.
THE SHORTER ^OPK PAY.
Many trade unionists call the shorter work day the
chief policy of organized labor. As far back as 1893 Mr
Gompafs said- "The expressed demands o r labor are first
and foremost a reduction of the hours of daily labor to
eight hours today, fewer tomorrow."* "The shorter workday
is the most important question before the labor movement,
and will continue to be such, because it is the simplest
and most direct way of adjusting the problems ofdis-
tribution. "**Just as collective bargaining calls for a
minimum wage, it also calls for a maximum workingda# or
week. It is clearly evident that the workman will be un-
able to set the rate of remuneration by wages alone; it
must be also agreed how long he 3hall work for a given
sum. The agreement on the length of the working day is
comparatively new to organized labor. Hot until the
opening of the nineteenth century do we find any wide-
spread interest in the matter .Tiuri ng that centurv it 3 im-
portance came to be more and more recognized until it has
come to hold the first place among the policies of union-
ism. It may be safely said that on no other subject have
union men written so freely a3 on the shorter workday.
•-Paper before International Labor Congress-
Chicago 111. 1893 P-6.
•-""alter Macar thur-Trade Union Epigrams-P-5.
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The attitude of the labororis well put as follows-
’Mrhen an employer engages a la^or sr at sc much a ,** » ek
,
the length of the working day clearly forme an integral
part of the wage contract. A work-man who agrees to work
a longer time for the earns money under-bids his fellows
just as surely as if he offered to work for less money.
He sells each, hour’s work at a lower rate. Among all time
workers, therefore , who are paid by the day, week, or month,
the insi stance on a normal Day is a necessary element in
the maintenance of their standard rat a . ”***» may quote from
the same authority to show ho v the anion piece-workers
reason on shorter days VTo them (unionists )it seers obvious
that the actbn.il earnings of any class of workers a~e
largely determined by its standard of comfort, that is to
say, the kina and amount of food
,
clothing , and other com-
modities to which the class has become firmly accustomed.
-
There is, in fact, the '•’rads Unionist asserts, in each
occupation a customary standard of livelihood, whi ch 1.3,
within a specific range of variation , taci tly recognized
by both employers and employed. Upon thi.3 customary stand-
ard, the piece-work or hour rates are ,more or less con-
sciously , always based."** Now while the above is undoubt-
edly more true of European than of American laborers,
* 3. and B. "’ebb-- Industrial Democracy-Vol I,P.33T.
** 3. and B. ’’’ebb— Indus trial Uerrocracy-Vol
,
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there i3 more or lag? general application of like con-
ditions hr?, Such 'Hoi ng the case- That the wage -earners 1
compensations remain just about up to a certain recognized
standard of living, the unionist declares that every hour
cut off the working day is an advance in the price of hi 3
labor. In thin he is correct.
Let us se» ho«? the matter ia viewed in America. ” rr'ake
anm one establishment when -3 a large number of workers are
emp] eyed , and it will soon be learned that those werrers
whose hours of labor in that establishment are 'the long-
est
,
nscsi 'r e the lowest wages paid to any employee therein;
whi le the s s who ?n t c r t. h e wor ks dai 1 v the latest in the
morning, and depart earliest in the evening ,are ir receipt
c p the highest wages. In the study c* this apparent
paradox, we shall so e , too, that this rule of which we have
spoken does not seem to vary when the skilled and unskilled
workers are compared. That is all other things being e jual
.
Then si 5 1 led workers in any one indu 3try work longer hours
daily than do the unskilled workers in another industry, or
calling, the same rule will apply. An instance will demons tr at
thi 3 .
"Factory wood workers work from ten to twelve hours a
day ; wag e s from $ 1.25 to * 1.73 per day .Machinists usually
work ten hours a day ; wages about * 2.00 cr *2.50 per day.
Kod carriers work usually nine, and, in some instances,
eight hours a day ; wages range from & 2.25 to *2.75 per day.
’’"are the machinists , wood workers, and others to devote more
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.
of their skill to the plain as .vail as the scientific con-
sideration c r tha i r interests, and incur a a reduction in
their hours o'* . ah or to eight pa*" day, is there any douM
that it vould be foil owed by increased nagas ?" * The
argument here la not cl ear The result might he what is
depicted, but whether it would come as a result of short-
er hours or because the men had organized sc strongly as
to demand shorter hours and afterward higher wages is an
open question.
The following continued ^notation is fairly typical.
"Suppose the workers would argue somewhat as fellows: "Tha
greatest article of value known to man is ti me .Heretofore
we have sold you ten hours c.f our time each day. for which
you hare paid us 3 2.00;wher we demurred to this low price
yon answered that t> *re was a great glut of that article-
t i me ( 1 ab or } , i n t h e marhe t ; no w since time (l»bor ) is the
only article that re possess and have to sell and must,
sgll ,ard since there is such a glut of it. in the market,
we propose to economize and to offer you only eight hours
daily of ouyt ire (labor ) , reserving the naans (vital i tv)
,
strength) to sell you the same quantity of time (labor)
today , tomorrow and the days yet remaining tc us.^his
will relieve the glut in the market, and according to the
I*-.- r
p
"supply and demand, "the immutability of which you
* damnsi Gompers--Th3 flight -hour ,workday. P.3.
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hav e so of tin and so unctionsly spoken, the i>r i ce 0 " the
articla we have to sell
,
time ( labor ).vil 1 *ise . ""Perhaps it any
of the workers do not argue in this fashion, but their *r>o?>-
ment to reduce the hours 0 " labor is in lire a. i fh its reason-
ing . "*
’’“the reduction of the hours of labor increase production
by virtue of the law that demand increases 3 spp 1 y . " * * '"his
leads us to anotVier contention of the unionist i.e. that
shorter hours increase demands for better living and so for 3
up wages , and at the sane time increase the total products
because the” cause a greeter consumption of them "The lessen-
ing of the daily hours of labor increases the total products
bv increasing the opportunity and disposition for consuming
them. The sum of the difference between a su-ag* and a civil-
ized state is merely the difference between men who have time
and inclination to grati f > their physical n usds only , an i men
who have time , inclination and determination to indulge and
cultivate the intellectual side of their nature . " >**
•'The Trade Unions have concentrated all the r •* forces
upon the movement to reduce the hours of daily toil, not. only
as has been often said to lighten the burden^ drudgery and
sever) toil, but also to give the great bod T cf people more
time , mor e opportunity and more leisure in order to create
v **
-’"alter l*acArthur -Trade Union Epigrams .P. 5
.
*
- damn el Uornpers - The Eight -hour '"orkday P.5.
-"^alter Mac Arthur-Trade Union Epigrams P.5.
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>and increase their consumptive po •• ;r ;ir other words to
relieve the choked and glutted conditions c 5 Indus tr r and
coDmer oe . * The clair" is with shorter hours and increased
i „ . i*.tisisdr ecr eat ion ana selr-j mprovament the rags-earner to
r.i 39 to a suf ficiently higher piano of living that the
economic conditions o r ths country are advanced by an in-
creased demand for its products.
T.t is net uncommon for these who oppose ths -Shorter
Workday to declar e that ths men have just so much more time
for drinking and debauchery • Sweeping charges of this character
are generally based on a limited knowledge and little evidence.
That there are some men who so use their time no one can gain-
say. Put to claim that the increased hours away fro* work will
be *c spent by the general! t.y ' c f workmen is to brand, the
general run of our wage-earners as drunkards .This we well know
is not their character .It is a noticeable thing to 333 a drunk-
en workingrran-i t 13 not tc see ora sober. The knows how ^any
use their tine to good advantage? Attending to their own affair
they p a 3 s 0^ their even way unnoticed. Unionists claim that the
tice is well spent and that union meeting rooms take the place
o
n the saloon as r endezvo is .Put however this may be we have
no more right to enforce longer hours of work upon a man
because of a supposed betterment of his moral being, than we had
Samuel Gomper s-The light, -Hour Dav, P
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in 186 J to keep the negro enslaved "because h3 would be hatter
o r f in slavery thin 3n fr 3 edom. *, ^he workman had much r 3uson
on his side who said, "It is wonderful how deeply inter ested
our employers are in keeping us fellows straight by long hours
of labor, and how little interest they show in our welfare when
it comes to sanitation and safety devices."
Not only does the unionist declare that shorter hours
bring about a greater consumption of the products of labor
but also that the less time demoted to production and the
greater demand for the products insures employment to a larger
number of worker s . "There are hundreds of thousands of our
fellow men and woman who cannot find the opportunity to
employ their powers, their brainand brawn to satisfy their
commonest and barest necessities to sustain life. In every
city and town through this broad land of plenty gaunt figures,
ho mgr r m >r and women, with blanched faces and children haying
the mark of premature ag? and emaciated conditions in-
delibly impressed upon their countenances , stalk throughthe
streets and highways. nTe demand a reduction of the hours
of labor which would give a due share of work and wages to
the reserve army of labor and eliminate many of the worst
abuses o r the industrial system no/; filling cur poor-houses
and jails. The movement for the reduction of the hours of
labor is contemporaneous with the introduction of labor-
**
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saving maohi nary and has been the most faithful of all re-
formatory attempts of modern times
,
si rtc e it has cl sari 7 re-
vealed the po war of the working people to raalias an im-
proved industrial system and raise- the hopes that yrs may
yet h a able to atom the tide of aoonomle , social and moral
degradations , robbing thos 3 a'he work of four-fifths of
their natural wages and keeping 'hie vyhol 3 of society m th-
in a f ew mo r- th 3 of d 33 1 i tu ti on. M * All of the for ego j rg we
may net admit, but any thinking person knows that it has
a great deal of what i s , sadly , only too true. After «e
eliminate all 'ho can possibly be termed unemployable from
the ranks of the unemployed, there are still thousands in
every large city who sincerely desire and are unable to
secure work . fto-one with a spark of compassion can he un-
touched who has stopped at ar newspaper office and noted
the variety of persons eagerly scanning the wart- column
or who has se >rs the scor es that appl y for a singl e posi
-
ticnfwhi ch only one can secure ,T5ver when we consider all
that the economist has to say about the need of farm-
laborers in the harvests and the opportunity of taking
up government lands or deserted farms- -cf the over supply
of labor in the centers of population and the under supply
* Samuel Gompers, "Address Before the International
Labor Congress , Chicago 111. 1893. P.7.
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In the scattered cotmruni t? - s
,
we have no adequate plan for
ins solution o p the problem of the unemployed. There is
every reason to be 11 eye that the theor-' advanced by or
. in-
dued labor would worV out an they .argue to give ns at 3 east
a partial solution of a ^irv serious an l trouble none problem.
T’liiiam Trant gives this view, ’’Sometimes the men de-
mand shoe ter hour a. To wo rb a lean number of hours for the
same amount of wages is naturally attractive to the -••erV-
m an .Tie not only sees that such an agr e-erent given • 5 m more
tin? for recreation and the enjoyment of hone comforts--
*or billiards ,books o r beer , -without calling on hie
\
r
i
to ’’pinch, cut, and contrive
}
"but that the reduction of
hours cause- more of his fellow workmen to be employed.
^ he demand for a commodity being the came, and the num-
ber of worVing hours being dimi ni. shed, more men must be
employed to produce the same amount of wcr> in lees time.
’hn who ur» forced to be idle are thus provided Mth
employment .These additional workmen become spenders
as veil a- producers and the advantages of that, he knows
to consist in a general improvement all around. In thus
benefiting himself , thersfor ? , he is benefiting his class,
ho action of the trade unionists has been crowned with
such signal success as that to bring about the reduction
of hours.”*
* Trade Unions--*™. Trant .M. A. P.25.
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A problem which faces the workman is th3 continual in-
ventions of labor-saving machinery alluded to in a quotation
above. ^e regularly hear of new machines which reduce the
number of hand3 needed to produce a given article by one
third or one half .The workman has always been haunted by
the pear that bv this means he would loose his opportunity
of gaining a livelihood. Indeed it is a matter of history
that the laborer has sought to protect what he considered
to be his right to earn a living in his chosen vocation
by attempting forceably to suppress inventions which
looked toward the saving of his labor. In his "In-
dustrial Evolution of the TTnited 3 tat es
,
"Carrol D. mr ight
shows that this matter of the .saving of labor by improved
machinery has been very ext ensi ve-- puite sufficient to
alarm the wage-earner ;but he also points out that with the
displacement of men in some lines there has been the opposit
result of increasing the demand in others and of creating
entirely new lines of labor. Just how far the displacement
of labor or the expansion of labor caused by ne» ; machinery
goes it is impossible to say, but we can see that the one
is in some measure compensated for by the ether.
It is not the policy of trade unions to prevent the
use of improved machinery , but it is their contention that,
k f
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in connon with the community at large, should profit there-
by. The i,r contend that it is their right to enjoy soma of
the saving and that it should coma to them in tha form of
fewer hours of labor rather than a continuation o'.’ tha
same number o* hours and the loss of employment to many
workmen . ,,rni th the complete specialization of labor and
the enormous increise in production , t ae wage-earner should
by every logical reason reap the benefits o'1 labor-saving
machines and labor-saving systems so he could participate
in the industrial progress and the bi rgg of civil-
ization with fewer hours of daily toil and more hours for
leisure and opportunities fo'" r scuperati on
,
study and re-
flection and activity of citizenship.”*
A further question about the shorter work-day is-
how about the amount of the products cf labor ??he old
cry was a man can do as much in nie or eight hours as
in ten. This dogmatic assertion is now less frequently
heard among trade unionists hut the real truth of the
matter still stands -namely , that the products do not
decrease in ratio with the decrease of the hours o'’
employment .”^raat is very surprising is that the employers
believe that they car. get ^or e work out of a man when th*v
work him to death. They forget that it is not the miles one
* Samuel Gorapers-Report-Toronto 1909 ,t>, TI-T2 •
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travels, but the pace that kills. They ignore the doctrine of
Adam Smith, that 'the man who works so moderately as to be
able to work constantly , no t only preservas his health the
longest, b')t in the course of a year e executes the greatest
luantity of work. Capitalists do not pursue such a policy in
regard to their horses. The fact is, they are not thinking of
their men. They are brooding over their valuable machinery
standing idle, and calculating what it would bring them if it
Tent on working a few hours longer. The manufacturer sitting
in his counting hou.s e , wi thin the sound of the murmur of his
machinery and the clinking of hi 3 engine hums to himself at
each clack of the flywheel JSo much for me, so much for me.'
And when he beholds his 'hands' leaving for home ora summer
evening while it is yet light, and no longer hears the heavy
beat of the beam or rattle of the shuttle, he looks upon the
stillness as the symbol of his loss. Such a ^ar must be very
miserable Sundays . "*Thi 3 somewhat garbled and distorted
vision is no doubt one which many workmen hold. In some in-
stances it is true to life, but to fasten it to the great
number of employers is decidedly unfair. At the same time
history has altogether too much to tell that substantiates ^fe-
lt. Tbe following from the same pen is more to the point."It
is now, however ,a well ascertained fadit that, within certain
* tf’m. Trant--"Trade Unions"--?. 25.
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%
limits, more wo is done as arule whirs there is a pro-
spect of an early cessation from work than when man know
that they are doomed to several hours of continuous em-
ployment . A. fen years ago the average day’s work in England
was ten hours. On the Continent it was twelve, In "Russia
sixteen or seventeen ;and yet it is calculated that two
English Mowers would do in .a day the work of six Russian.
Russian factory operatives worked seventyfive hours ir
the week, when those in England worked only sixty, yet the
wori- of the former was only one fifth of the latter. rTher
the average working time of a miner in South "’dies was
twelve hou**s a day, those in the Worth of England worked
only seven, yet the cost of getting coals in Ah ar dare was
t'wentyfive per cent more than, in lTorthumherland.lt has
been well said, wrphe workman who cannot tire himself in
eight hours is not worth his salt . ” *'T,h-e illustrations
used here are in ~o way final hut they do show the trend
of the thing. A "boss-car pen t er ” recently said,"’ 1"* work
a great deal hartder now in the eight hours than we did ir.
the ten;and unless a man will hustle, he cannot hold a job
with us." "’e may well believe that the eight hour day does
not cause a total loss of two hour’s products from each
man , and we may safely conclude that the shorter work-day-
the shortest possible to meet the best economic conditions
* Fm. Trant-- "Trade lTnions"-P.25.
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of the country is the workman's right and ought to ha se-
cured to him. Kara 3tands organized labor and rightly.
In c 1 o s 3 connection with the shorter work-day i 3 the
union's demand for ane day of rest in 3even. Apart from any
religious desire to keep the day , the physical and mental
need of a rest day for recuperation is recognized. The value
of the rest and change which such an interval brings is
fully appreciated by the unionist and is as earnestly de-
manded a3 the shorter day. In a pamphlet published by the
American federation of Labor (undated) which is an appeal to
" All working people to organize, unite, federate, and cement
the bonds of fraternity," is put as sixth in its declarations
the brief word- - "Release from employment one day in seven."
this demand, is now generally added, "Saturd y afternoon
off all the year round." In other words to the shorter work-
day i 3 joined the short er work week --instead of six day,
five and one half-days.
The chief complaint against this change is where it i3
said to interfere with, certain kinds of business as stores,
and shops in which machinery suffers from standing idle.
In stores where it is very desirable to keep open Saturday
afternoon and evening, some other afternoon , oft en Wednesday
or Thursday, is selected for closing. As a usual thing this
half-holiday is confined to the summer months , June , July
,
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and August. Most of the employers with whom the matter has
been discuss 3 d have declared themselves in favor of extend-
ing it the year round and they believe that it could he
granted without loss to the owners, "if someone would taVe
hold of it and push it through." ,r 3ry evidently the influenc
of the union could he of good advantage her e .Practiaally
all the crafts which are organised have this afternoon ^ree,
except where the industry obviously prohibits it, while it
is among the unorganised workers that we find it granted
only three months in the year o'* not at all. It. should be
noted here that owners and managers of large stores very
rightly complain of the great number of 3mall dealers,
especially in clothing , shoes and dry-goods, who keep open
not only on the half-holi day , but also on every week-night.
Again the lack of organization is appar ent--well organizad
unions would assist the owners who give the shorter hours
by compelling the other stores to close al 30 J.Tnfor tunat ely
even the rank and file of organized workmen neglect to put
into practice their theories when they apply to others.
Uhis we shall see m0 r e in detail when we discuss the ' Tnicn
cz&abel.Tn passing we note that they regularly and with no
apparent recognition of the inconsistency purchase ir, stores
at times when those stores are open in direct violation of
the half-holiday or evening closing agreement of other firms
in the same business in the city. The 3 is not because of the
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policy but in direct violation of the policy of organized
labor
.
Against the shorter work-day or week there are some
employers who argu 3 the willingness and often the evident
deliberate planning of t,hs workman for overtime both on
week davs and Sundays .Vary likely thi
- does occur. Tha de-
sire for gain is strong within us all and this gives the
employee a chance to speculate a little with his capital
i.e. time .However
,
this js not in accordance with the
policy of trade unions which seek to discourage all over
tine by having the employee satisfied with his living and
by charging the employer a sufficiently high rate to make
it unprofitable. Commonly the unionist gets* tine and a half
for all overtime--half as much again per hour, and any frac
tion of an hour counts one full hour .In sone cases double
tine is charged . Among other reasons this stand 1 3 taken to
cause a more eyen distribution of labor by forcing the
master to emply a sufficient number of men to carry on the
trade without overtime.
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Chapter v.
GENERAL Cr.riDJTiQr.i3 op L-.^OR.
Trade TTrions demand the bant condition
-3 possible for
the protection of the physical being of th? workman. This
means that the pi ace of employment be furnished with pref-
er' facilities for lighting, heating, ventilai ing
,
preventing
accidents etc. In any mill town in the 'Hast where many. fact
tuning has been carried on for a long period the newer
factories can be d3%tcted immediately by the larger size
and greater number of windows— an indication of the better
conditions which are rapidly coming to be. The tender cy is
toward Keeping windows and floors just, as cl 'an as is con
si stent with the kind of work done. The provisions for the
comfort of the workers such s rssturants and eating reem
smoking rooms, lavatories Rockers, first aid appliances in
case of accidents and such things are all in the direction
toward which the union has labored and in which, during
recent ye-rs it has seen a rapid advance. A. veteran cord-
wain er makes tha following statement in testimony of the
change for the better in shoe-shops . Mn’hev call it comfort-
able
,
picturesque , artistic and a few other things, but I hav
a pretty clear recollection that the little old-fashioned
shoe-shop was a seoon^cousin to the Black Hole of Calcutta
It was small and low studded , and had one windo” and or.e
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door, and to make sura that nons cf the da id air 3hould get
out, and no fresh gat in, all the cracks and chinks were stuff-
ed with rags and pai-er.Tha salamander stove ,in which, leather
scraps a burn ed
,
smell ed
;
tha spd t-bo* filled with saw dust
and stale tobacco expectorations, swelled; tha soak tub, whose
water wasn’t changed fro?" one month’s end to arot 1 -?r
,
smel 3 ed
so witch that when an appr entice lad clumsily tumbl ed ,or
was caaftily pushed, into it, he went home and buried his
clothes with as much csre^cnv as if he had met a skunk. There
was no running water to drink and no toilet arrangements of
any sort in that old fashioned shop. The walls were dull, the
light was dim, ever when the smoking oil lamp was burning, and
the air re,3 foul, Is there any wonder the consumption ran
rampant among cord-wain ?r 3 ? yen who havs worked all their lives
in 1 modern shop, whose temperature is kept at 70 all winter,
by a steam heating plant, whose air is fregu ently changed
by ventilating fans, and whose walls ire painted bright and
whose floors ire disinfected, and whose sanitati on , ventila-
tion and light are up to or in excess of the r 3 puir aments
of the law, do not realize hew much better chance thev have
to do a good day’s work and live to a green old age, Than
the oordwainers who toiled in shops of 30 years ago.”*
'’’his picture given in an old workman’s words is a fair
* Quoted in Salem Fass , hews , Trade "Department Column
Wov.26,1912.
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example of what ?73 may 33 1 in almost all factory industries.
Over crowding is another menace to physical welfare
against which organized labor has h -*n dir sc ting its efforts.
Pspscl all y in the "sweated industriss"in smal 1 , pocrly-var.tilat
;d, poorly- fir 3 protected shops or rcc^s a large number of
persons ar e employed at such low wages that they ar * driven
to the utmost to earn enough hr a bare exi stance and under
the * o s t unfavorable condi tic n s .Per instance the garment -''or le-
ers .who ar* in the upper stories of soma tTar vor' office build
ingg In times past have b a.an literally pacv e& into Lhasa low-
studded rooms , which vara hot intended for factory purposes,
under conditions “'hi of war -* decidedly enervating because of
oyarorowd irg.In rrany a tat .» s th 3 r a ?.r a n 0v 1 a wa tha t deman d a
certain number of cubic fast of space for each p erson, require
fire escapes and proper mean s of ventilation .The unionist has
been a great agitator in the matter yet in some cases it has
been impossible to get reasonable laws with effici ent. en-
forcement until a dreadful fire ho.3 occurr ed in which lives
were lost h 3 cause 0^ a criminal negligence in supplying proper
prol sot i on . A. stri \ s now commend rg (Pah
. ,
I . T 9 T 1 ) among the
garment worVers in r >ston is
,
among other things, ’’for better
sanitary conditions and elimination of tenement house worlr.
"
Both o r these are as decided!'/ in the interest of the con-
sumer as 0 the worVrr.
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^Tot only does the union d-srand conditions co nduoi ve to
good hoalth,but al sc adsiuai «i protection rro r ' Injury by ra*
ckinery.Vs machinery has corns more and ^0 r 3 in •» the reed
vC all 'rinds of protective appl ianol-ss ar •? r *cs3s ^7 . in the
earli sr days these things vr j largely disregarded ."he *orV-
r»an took his c haft a 3 not only from his or'n possible carelees-
r 3 3 s Vat also that of his fellow 1 abor er .T-vsnty years ago
ths writer worked i r a chair chop. In this rd ace was a saw
for squaring pi an V. 3 and hoards and for cutting then' up into
proper lengths '’or chair seats. The a r?> 'vas y swinging
3 ha ft whi ch hung cc.^ free the ^ai*- shaft and "as op -rated
hy the *orkm\r pulling the saw toward him •>! f through the
1. lank. In the early davs of its us? this he^n- edged, dangerous
tool was whirling on its -.(.;/ entirely uncoyer ed .Older work-
••er? used to tell 0 r -the sawyer vho slipped as he r vs chad for
th 3 sa 7 1 fell across the bench and van partially disembowel! ed.
0 f 3cur s 1 thi s ms fort y y 3 1r s ag 0
,
bu t th a 9 1 ran- ; 3 thing is
th . t th 3 s 17 c o n ti ny » d Up b a un c 0? sr
a
d until a foreran who
was hurrying or? a rush j oh , reached for the handle , wbi la turned
tc shout directions to another ran, and plac’d his hand direct-
ly on the 3 a*" and was mi wed for li fs. After this accident a
pro * cot j ^g cover > v.s put c"/^* the say . A1
3
that vac needed was
a pi ses cf oak ’cod thr ee inch 3 ' wi V m • about ^0 inches long,
steamed and curved and attached on the "rare above the ear,
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Or •? of the workmen did it .3.1 at r he sxpsrs 5 of two hear’
3
work. ^his illustrates wi th reasonable fairness the general
attitude of employ era v/i th regard to safety appliances.
A railroad man of many years standing 3.07s, that no safety
dsri-.-iea for the - el fare of their workman hav * been adopted
by railroads until tlio law made then imperative.
That provisions for safstv r* jn in the npnt dangerous
•Vincis of work may he clevelpped to a remarkable degree can
be illustrated by the management of sen 3 of our great
terminal stations, as the South itatior ir Boston controlled
by th© South Terminal Co. In rush hours ever eight tracks
sixty nine trains are handled in sixty minutes, and through-
cu t sach busi r ess day ( wh i 0 h is pr a 0 1 i call y a i gh t son he 7 r
3
loug)aight hundred regular trains jbeside extraa , are move .
In special tim®s>as> for instance , during 1©
football game in he*' Haven, in addition to all regular train?,
from twelve to fourteen extras are run in less than two hours
during the busy morning period. AH. this is accompli shea with
accidents occurring only in th© very rarest cases and delays
remarkably infr 3 lusnt .Nc doubt the cars is primarily for the
passenger ,but the employee benefits by it. In the raj r tower
two directors on each sidle of t ; 3 building give t as orders
.and the switchmen repeat them as they thipow the signals and
awi tch 3 S , A chi e° director is present and in charge. 5aoh
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movement c '* train:? i 5 r ecorded . 7 n terlooM g *•*•?_ tches and
dov»bl j-ll ght 3d signals a-" 3 is ml. Should a t 1 ii n run o a
signal set against it then > i 3 a special whistle oontrnli»d
in til 3 bower
,
the blo ving of "hi oh -Islands 5 mmediat-,' stor.pag 5
of ill traf fio .wav be sou ied.< n.i 3 bor believes that
i'
what is ions for the 3af 3 1/ of th 3 travelling publ i. 0
,
should
also 'os dons to protect the vo^ v i ng public •»•>, i 3 •* at wo rk,
ch h^s b 3 s n do n 3 1 0 a ^ d k ett •? r s an i t, a 1 5 r r an •'. -*afstv
devises by legal enactment .Th? Unit 3d 'States and a largo
majority of th? states haw passed laws limiting the number
0 f consecutive hours that railway workmen may be employed. Mo b
doubt this law *;as primarily for the safety of tbs travell-
ing pubIic--nev5r - the * 1 3 s s it works for th? benefit- of the
employes .2-Tany states have lavs regulating the hours of l?>v
in unh s ilthful occupations as mines
,
smelter s
,
3 av^dri ''s
,
etc ;
where sight hours is usually set as the length of the work-
ing day. In New York drug clerks can be worked only 7f hours
and in California 50 hour s ?. ' 3 ek. r'he California statute
states that the 1 aw i n for M the pr 0 1 e c t
’
0 r 0 f puhi s c he > 3 th .
"
Tv i d e n 1 1 y the i n t e n 1 5. o r i s to p r c t e
c
1 th 3 pub 3 1-*
mistaken in descriptions dispensed by over -worked clerks.
Tor many years trade unions have advocated sui table laws
compelling adeiuat? compensation in case o r accidents .Tn re-
gard to employers liability and automatic compensation laws,
Vr Compere says— "This important problem is now receiving
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serious and car ±ful attention .The workers have contended for
it for a long period o r time, but in the r scant past many other
tVr:UgV , 1 persona have given this subj set. a special study, and,
from ths r •any syr^athetj c utterances which now r e ach ms, show
ar active consider itl on. I am hopeful that legislation of this
character will soon taka a uriforr and definite character.
"'The old fallacies like "assumption cf risk”
,
"contributory
negligence,” ’* fellow servant” responsibility, and recognition
of coasts cf the validity of "waiving rights" in order to ob-
tain employment , are fast becoming obnoxious to right-think-
ing regard instead of the wage-earner and his family being
compelled to endure all the mental and financial, as well as
physical -ruf faring due to accidents in industry, it is row
becoming more acceptable to the minds of those who would
conserve the in .crest a o' the working forces as the pre-
eminent and most logical of ail public quest! ons , that the
industry she fId hear the financial burden of accidents to the
human factor , exactly as it does now to the mechanical acci-
dents, or accidents through natural elements.
"This view of the subject is becoming as pronounced that
the conviction is fust growing that there should be speedily
enacted uniform laws by our stiles for inter-state employments
together "‘ith a comprehensive federal statute covering all
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imter g t at 3 and foreign cc-* ere a that -/ill provi.. for
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and
guaranty's to
,
those who are injury luring e^p 2.oyv»vr t ar
automatic compensation for accidents 5 ns lead cf undertaking
expensive and litigation hefor tbs courts to rscoVer damages • ”*
Thsrs i s no doubt that both employers ar 1 srrfloy?e 3 hafre b esn
exploited by tbs unscrupulous 1 ;wy ?rs- sore timer call ed"ambulance
chasers w ; (who take accident cases on speculation i . « . to rsc-eivs
? rr <s peroentags cf ths ret and if they -in, and nothing if they
loose the case )&r?d insurance adjusters cf causality companies.
"V.ksn on ar average employers he.vs been paying nearly or quite
as much a«? a col 3 sc tire cr state compensat
’ or act woyld coat them
moot cf which. money msnt to da Ft*ay court and causality insurance
expert as wi th tbs tfo fold , lamentable rssul t ; fire t , the injur-
ed worVmn got. next to nothing, and that or 1* after long wait-
ing • a K d second, with van - gbbc causa * i ploj ss c inis to look
upon hie employer with srrl ty". The trace unionist very rightly
h»li r*ree that the cost, cf carin', for injured “rorViren should
^e regularly added as part of the cost of the price cf the in-
dustrial product, and that however tLe i nj ur ; occurs he and his
fare i 1 y shou1 i be su i t ab 1 v pr ov i at a d. for .Jr th o sari i er days this
matter was entirely ignored by both vaster a.-d labor sr .The com-
mon 1 are v as no ads -uate prevision at all fo'* the j retsetion
oX vorbman .Of course in the c.e.ys of the grail or house shop
and hand implsmsots no such conditions obtained as in this day
* Annual F sport to A.?. of A. 1909. P. 12.
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Of <vAift, running ,pc werful and complicated wachi n e ry « Hanc e it
h been n 3 c -• s ary to « r- »V mora far-reaching and
3 niitVoLi than "or ii trv car* l;vws"hy the method of legal anact-
m 3 vi \j .
The following 'flotation gives an illuminating and brief
outline and explanation of the three common forms of 'fork-men 's
Compensation legislation. "An examination of the comj.3n3ati.cn
legislation of different countries shews three general principles
or methods of applyir: thi s theory ( j . 3 . that the cost of accident
should s-e covered in the price of the product ) .These principles
mar be respectively termed the principle of individual liability,
the principle o r> collective liabi .1
1
ty , and the principle of
atate liability.
"I rdi vi dual Liabi li . ’Tnde 1'* this principle the liability
to compensate the workman is thrown upon the individual em-
ploy er as an el emert of + he relationship of employer and em-
ploye. The injured employe looks for hi 3 relief directly to
hi c - ample yer
,
who thv c v eccmee an .individual insurer of the work-
man against accident ..The principle of individual liability is
i . 1 us -.rated in the Hngiish Workman ' 3 Compensation Act under
which employers in every occupation are requir ed, regardless
of f tu it, to compensate any iniuri es sustained by a workman
i c the source of hie empl o^ent
,
employers being of course
p e 1'm j. 1
1
3 i t o i n sa r 3 t h3 mss 1v e 3 ag ir.it this li ahili ty by tak-
ing out employer's liability insurance .The act of the state
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ars of the nave class -aa th. 3 English act
.
"Collective [liability 1 is princit 3 the lia ility
to eowpensata the workman is thrown upon Employers collect! ve-
2 v in groups according tc the Industry or the hazard of the
oecupat 3 or .?/mploy3r s are encour iged or compelled f.o combi ne
ir asooci *t.1 ons for the purpose of 1 nsorinv workmen agal net
accidents and providing the funds for the puvpo ? e .The ir.lured
workman loo' n °ar hi 3 cc.^^pensat :• on, not to the irdi vi dlunl em-
pdov ar,, but to the assoc 5 at 3 on or th e fund .The r>r 5 nci pleo?
collective liability 5 * j 2 3r pirated i r the German Oyster Hinder
'•’hi ch e^p] over 'i -are grouped by in&ustr i ec under the state
compulsion ana supervision and re uhrul to provide compensa-
tion to workmen injured in the industries included 3 r the
gro ips .the acta racortlv ador ted ir V as 3acM setts and Fi chi -
gan are evidan ".l' r lute rule i to evoke sue): a system though they
do net directly provide "or it.
“State liability.-- T3 is .inv< Ives t le ~ seumptic i by the
state itself of the obligation tc pay compensation , the coat
being levied upc ' employ e ' i
,
or irploy er? a^d v<orV^tj| joint-
17, i >r* o up a 'he agency of the taring ’ inn Ins - - a f the state .
The workman looks for hi ; comp e nation directly to the It at e
.
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'this principle is illustra ^ sd in the act3 of the states of
^shirgtcn ard Ohio . bnder these ac t 3 *- re comper:--, xtion is paid
out o'* a fund administer 2 d “by a govemn-jr t co ,r " : 13 ic
,
ana
til2 cost i 3 lari ad a :5< a tax u} on industries classified accord-
ing to risk.”*
’"ithi n a few years r.c less than fifteen 3 tat 33 in the
Union hava adeptad sovts modern for'” of workman* 3 coirper cation
1 sgisl ati or
,
these are ; -Cali for 1 a, Til j nois
,
Indian a, Far* 3a 3
,
f er dor ® ay
,
tTar Jjlcand
,
ras n aah is 2 tts»
,
Mi chig an ,Mon t an a , >7 cv ad a , ’law
Karoshi r 2
,
Ohi 0 ,Rhode Island ,
T
” 1 shi ug ho* ur 1 n’i s con - i r .
A
few ,rork has the *iat tar ur :..er -r.\y
,
as indicated above er e law
passad hy ths legislature has been decided unconstitutional,
PsorsvIrani a ii u a commit tse ai rerh ,tvj. ] 2 prasia?rt
,
Colonel
Roosevelt sought to ho no Co rgress pass a covering Federal
cases and since rresident •-=! t v ’ii sen (Reoerb ?r TPT2 ) aernes tly
-orhad tc secure the TT r r Jersey 4 c t , it i s hoi ad tbit v 3 will
push the Psderal la— as chief executive of the nailer.
There seems tc ii a faJ rly general ccrssr •?*.•• « cf opinion
that individual liabl 15 ty will ne t dc .It puts too great a
burden uj r r< the employer and i « too slow arc ember senei
n
bringing relief to the rrcrVrar.lt dees rot do away with the
i scheme i
gardd^^ri 1 3 -
s
1 0 r. e on tie ay to 1 core perfect s/s ter. State
liability is considered an excellent method and no^e economist
bclisvethat it will finally survive the other two. To an
* F.t. W3g3 nast (General Consel
,
Canadian Manufactures *
Association) Survey, Oct 26,1912.
necessity cf law court proceedings .The s largely re-
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Arnsrioan it snsm to smash a littla too muoh of the paternal
to suit our ids a. s of i3r:o or acy .Ccli3cti73 liatili t.v has been
7 313. triad in i'srrarw and is phoocunccd a r-aio' \ v 1 » success.
‘Possibly i n t Vi 3 l.o ruj run ws shall adept a corb i rat j of
Coll active and Stats liability .Thi Stats of ^ashi np, ton plan
has be 3° das crib 3o as-- n & oolisotivs insurance nystsm undsr
a tat 3 adminis tr atton, ’’and it has many attractive fs.atrr »s . *
Organ! a sd labor oaras littla for ths fbrr .The "orV^sn da-
r; ? a sp3 3dy and e \ai tabIs c--: mr >> nsat ion '.hi oh •3l! era* thsr
o r
“* th 2 head it 3rror of disability V' accident '.bars is
n thine, x'^iru i n , vst mouths t< feed and hue 1 - » o clothe ?.nd
r s r t to pay.'
’f>i3 demands of ;ui unionises for a .duo- to -orb so con-
di tion-3 1 i 3 to be duel ra to the! * hast heal (di, for : e ason-
abl-3 safety bot accident ini fo
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CHAPTER VI.
METHODS OF INDUSTRIAL ^ARFARE.
( I ) . S trikes
.
A strike or (lockout)is a suspension of
work, "brought about by disagreement between the buyer and sell-
er or labor, to compel a concession or concessions on the part
of either or both parties concerned as to the conditions upon
which production and distribution shall proceed. "There has
never yet been full harmony between the buyers and sellers
of anything in thi3 world. "^hen a strike or lockout occurs,
wages and production are not destroyed ; they are deferred."*
"I trust that the day will never come when the workers,the
wealth producers of our country and our time will surrender
the right to etrike."** ?That strike is a part of the wage
system just as much as the brake is a part of the necessary
e puipment of a railroad train. There are three kinds of strikes,
the "why, "the "how"and the "when". The first a3ks why do you
seek to reduce wages; the second, how is it that you are making
sc much money and we are notjand the third, when shall we have
an advance in *'ages and a reduction in the hours of labor, and
a fuller, freer life. A strike is a suspension of business for
the discussion of these questions
,
and it is the only way to
* Samuel G-omper s--Organi zed Labor- Its St ruggles , T&s
Enemies and Pool Friends.P.I.
* *
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compel a careful consideration of tha prssti on . ” *The United
Gtates Bureau of Labor defines a 3trika as--” A concerted
ithdra-'al fro™ work "by a part or all of tha employees of an
as tabli shment
,
or sevaral eatabl i.3hmants
,
to enforce a demand
on tha part of tha employees.” The strike is viewed by tha
'Tr ida TTnioniat is what wa wi.sh to consider and frorr tha above
luotations ve oan pat a r easonably fair statement of labor
leaders ’at titude toward it. Without this weapon unionism
in tha industrial conditions of today would be a very sorry
spectacle of impotancy.lt is conceivable that tha time will
coma w s n fair conditions for both tha employer and employee
shall ba tha un juastioned rulS-vhen that industrial mill enium
do as arrive tha strike will ceaaa to he, but for tha prasant in
v ;ry many cases tha onlv hopa of tha workman is tha strike. No
right thinking paracn believes in var , but we all recognize tha
tha fact of tha pervars aness of h'>man natnra and tha absolute
nacassity of a measure of "ore a to count aract. it. Tha striks has
been defined as industrial war and as tha worVman’s last resort in
hi i struggle for ’’living” conditions .By this is not maant
that strikes hava not baan call ad whan unnsc assary
,
but that
tha theory and tha real dasira of tha union is to avoid the
strike whenever possibls.lt is a waapon that vary frequently
injures the workman more than the master, yet like a nauseous
vy,edicina which one will take for the good it may effect, the
* Geo . U.FoNeil --‘Paper before International Labor
Congress , Chicago Til. 1895 .
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worker willingly suffers much in the strike for the sake of
tha bette -ad conditions that it may "bring him. The mechanical
system which has taken the place of what may be called the
man to man or individual system of agreements in all great
irdustries is one of the great compelling factors in forc-
ing the strike to the front.Fen /ho twenty years ago made
their o vn agreements with the owner or manager (when owners
and managers knew every workman by name) and then left the
laborer's class to take up a profession have little con-
ception of the great change which has come to be. The larger
industries have become exceedingly powerful, To meet this the
organizations of labor have come^to cope with the power that
the individual may not be lost.
^hi 1 e the unionist deplores the necessity of the strike
with it’ entailing suffar ing ,he does not believe that all the
workman looses in wages during the cessation of work is ab-
solute loss. On the contrary he believes the opposite , i . e . that
the strike merely shifts the time of unemployment from one part
of the year to another. Not man./ industries operate full time
continuuliy--thar e are periods when work is 3lack;the strike
simply brings about the slack time and after it is over the
employment continues with the usual arerage number of days of
work as in other years. In the quotation from Fr Gompers on
>r£page he * ays Then a strike or lockout occurs , wages and
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production ar 3 not destroyed ; they ir ^ deferr ed. "Thi 3 statement
is doubtless true in its wide application to an entire shop
or district ,but it is not true in every individual cas3. Prcha-
hi y many of the sad storie.s of the great sufferings from losses
in strikes are these of individuals and do not apply tothe larg-
er body of the persons concerned.
'
5Then the loss in production and
wages during strikes is given in a lump sum the figures are
often startling, hut when it is reduced to a per capita average
for the workmen of the country it is found to he a trifling amount
The most common causes of strikes are four: a. for increase
of wages, b. for the recognition of the union and its rule3,
c. for reduction of hours ,d. against reduction of wages. The
first and second are by far the most frequent causes. Since
the records have been kept the first has always been the
most frequent cangg ,but in recent ye rs the second has grown
rapidly in importance and has reached an average almost equal
to that of the first. That many strikes have been called hastily,
for insufficient reasons and with inadequate perparatior on
the part of the union is readily admitted. Some of these may he
ascribed to injudicious leader ship , some to over-confidence or
over- 2ealousnes 3 on the part of the uni ons--especi ally those
newly organized. The ideal of the unionist, however, is tc be
so veil organized and to show so much value and 3ani ty in the
organization to the reasonable employer as to obviate the need
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of the strike altogether . In o ir discussion of Collective
Bargaining it was noted that through the means of competent
repr esentatives the union ideal is to seek no more than any
craft can itimately hear either in advance of wages or
reduction of hours. Another element which both parties are
now pressed to observe i3 the effect of strikes on the pub-
lic welfare . Such statements as the foliowing serve to show
that it is in the mind of the union man ; ’’General iy speaking,
'’Respect for the rights of the third party ” as that phrase
is used in connection with strikes , implies disrespect for
the rights of the other two parties".* "the "innocent
third party" ha3 its rights in the case of a strike, of ccurs
But it has no right to compel the resumption of work bythe
strikers in order simply that it may he spared incorvenienc
"If the public could he got to take action upon a mere 3tate
rent of facts they would have less occasion to complain of
the hardship inflicted by strikes upon "the innocent, third
party."*** As a matter of fact there are two very important
considerations in regard to the third party. In the first pla
at the present time the organised workmen and work-women are
*
’Baiter Mac Arthur
,
"Trade TTnior epigrams" P.3.
** Ibid P.3.
* * * Ibid P.3
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rather a small fraction of the population of our country and
in anv struggle with the vast ad interests th a union heeds the
support of popular opinion—that mighty power ir democracies.
"Whether the immediate object he gainer or not ,a justifiable
strive always succeeds in proportion as it attracts public
attention. Ir. this view it sometimes happens that the very
failure of the immediate object is an element of success,
since thereby the evils complained of are the more c3 early
demonstrated. "* The fact that the influence o** public opinion
is needed inclines labor leaders of the better type to be ex-
ceedingly careful to see that a strive is justifiable before
it is called and when one is called todo all in their power
to let the public Vnow the exact conditions. Tn the second
place the welfare of the general body of the people must be
considered as of much concern. 1*hil e on the one hard,it is an
advantage to the striVsrs to have sufficient inconvenience to
the thi'^d pa^ty so that a general outcry is raised in protest
and thereby the possibility of munici pal
,
stat e or national
interference ;on the other hand when the public is brought to
the point of suffering or danger or both great harm may he
done the union cause unless the leaders move cautiously and
show a reasonable inclination toward conciliation .Fecent talks
with trade unionists lead us to conclude that the greater
* Waiter MacArthur--” Trade Union Epigrams . "P. 3.
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* *
number of such unions as can ’ns found in the American Fed-
eration of Labor are earnestly S3eking by every possible
means to hays the people ac iuainted with their ideals and
desires , believing that vhsn the public see things as they
are , they will sympathize with organized labor.
Physical violence of any kind is net found in the cata-
logue of trade union policies. This does not mean that it. is
not sometimes used by union men and even at the instigation
of their leaders. The advice of the leaders almost uniformly
is, "no violence’* , and the attitude of bv far the greater mass
of the workmen is in accord with it. Such men a- Samuel Gompers
John Fi tchel 1 , Geo .‘RJ.MacNeill , Frank Morrison and m*any others
all down the line deprecate every act of violence and declare
it to he useless , immoral and harmful to the cause of organis-
ed labor. Let us remember that the accounts of violence con-
nect 3d with 3 trib 33 are fre^uertly exaggerated and thet the
harm done cannot always be charged to the striking workmen.
Indeed there is good grounds to believe that it is unpleasartl
like the truth when the unionist declares that unscrupulous
employers have hired men to do violence that it might be
charged to the strikers.Add to this also the attitude of
some masters who endeavor to frighten or starve the men into
submission , that they can black-list them and,' in sows cases,
evict from their tenements (openl r or by secret means )and it
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is evident that the unionist also has a charg
to mak 3 .In a vari -3 tv of underhanded ways the
3 of violence
employer can
use his power to weak en the employee
,
i f ha i s sc disposed.
A large number of the acts of violence ar s directed toward
the w scah"--a person who usually comes from a distance, who
is o p the workman's own class ,who is often a part of a co"1-
panv organised to go fro*1" place to place to break strives,
and whose business (as the unjorist 3ees it)i3 to take bread
out of the souths of the strikers family. The feeling of hatred
toward the "scab" is rot unnatural. As one union sympathizer put
it, "it is like dog eating dog- -the rest detestable animal is
that which devours its c“ -n kind a^d as I see it that is what
the scab does.” >To doubt this mar meant that to him the scab
is ore who lives by defeating men of his own craft and class
in society when they ar > fighting to attain a oomfor tab!
s
standard of Diving and by so doing is living at the expense
of their struggle and at the same time making victory less
Dik^ly.AID of this does not palliate the crime of violence
whether used by employer or employee--! t simply shows why
the heart of the workman is especially embittered toward the
str ike-breaker .However 1st us remember that though violence
occurs and seems to be inevitable during strikes, it is not
part or parcel of the policies of trade unions.
As it has been intimated in an earlier chapter one of
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th 3 things toward which the union looks is to be able to
prevent striks3.The theory is that the stronger the union1
and the better psrpared it is for a strike, the le3s likely
a strike is to coma. "In order that trade unions mat lay claim
to fitness for carrying out their objects, they must show some-
thing more than that they zx e able to conduct a strike to a
successful issue, to palliate the evils of an unsuccessful
strike, and to succeed in occasionally forming a board of arbi-
tration . rvhsy must shew that in their yery nature they hays the
desire and the power tc prvevent strikes.lt is gratifying to be
able to state that in this respect , also
,
the trade unions are
eminently successful. Indeed, economy, if nothing else, would
dictate such a policy, The execiitories of trade unions have been
taught by experience that, 3V in when an object, is worth striving
for, a strike is often the worst, and always the most expensive
»a.y of obtaining it. Strikes, as a rule are a denier resort,
ard are more frequently discountenanced by the general secretary
than approved of by him. Indeed it is the boast of most trade
uni cresecretaries that they have prevented more strikes than
they have or iginated.^his is all the more creditable , because
so* e branch or other is always urging a strike.
"The power on the part of trade unions to prevent strikes
increases with the strength of the unions .One o r the most
pleasing features in unionism is that the most powerful
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associations show least inclination to strike .'^r e the power
to do evil is great as t , the will to use that power is least.
Strength his been accompanied by intelligence and discretion.
The Grlassmaker * s Society* is compossd of every tr-m in the trade,
and has, therefor 3 , so to speak, an entire monopoly- ; and yet, strange
and gratifying to relate, they seldom have any dispute, "’he
masters frepuently consult with the representatives of the
union, and if the former wish to engage additional hands they
communicate with the latter, and men are instantly found.lt
is to he hoped that the facts to which attention is here direct-
ed will be sufficient to remove the hatfad to unionism of
those who believe that trade unions are the cause of strikes.
A union does , indeed, render a strike pos^ibi 3 it cannot
cause one. As has been aptly eaid,to maintain that the unions
are the cause of strikes ,is the same as saying that gun-
powder is the cause of war.”** "Mo man can ever gain an under-
standing of the labor movement as long ai he harbors the fallacy
that the strike or boycott is a creation of the labor Deader.”***
The trade unionist , then, wishes us to realize that the union
is not the cause of 3trik33--i ndeed, strikes occurred before
tne union ,in % modern s ens 3
,
axi stsd,but that, the union may
* Of the United Xingdom--Hot in America.
^’illiam Trant $.A. Trade Uni ons-P27-28.
*** Falter Fic Arthur "Trade Union fCpigram3 " P.3.
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mV 3 the strike "both po*sibl 3 and successful .Never theless
it. may and do 33 ay-art jror 3 strikes tv.an it r.*rn-i t-s ana a?
it becomes stronger by so much it makes the resort to strikes
lass needed and lessl ikel '•
.
Perhaps the moat difficult task of* organized lab-or in
connect ion vith the strike i s to 'i nd extenuating circum-
stances of sufficient force to defend successfully the
sympathetic strike .this means a more or lees general cessa-
tion of work by a union or several unions, who themselves
have no grievance , in order that them may help to make
successful the strike of some other union, or unicns.lt fre-
quently means that unions, who have contracts with employers
and no grievance ,go on strike. Of course the idea is to make
the strike so wide spread and the conditions so disastrous
that the employees will be forced to favorable agreements.
The ethics of the thing is hard to explain. kew circumstances
make the union employer more bitter than to have his men
strike when they have beer given no cause by him and in
violence of their contracts . dor e unior 3 have taker the ratter
S-
into their own hands ard have refused to gc out when a general
strike was called. Ths Illinois Iron ard Steel workers did
so during the Steel Strike in 1901 and others have acted
similarly .Many unionists who see the great power in a general
cessation of work and yet feel the injustice done the favor-
able employer
,
tav e the position that a sympathetic strive,
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should >13 called only in cashes of extreme necessity ~.*hen
the general welfare o r an entire or aft or a 1 arg ir body
wo rv 3 r 3 i s at 3 t aVe
.
It i 3 g 3 n?rallv conceded nO'^,t> JtriVes are lawful
if cal"1 2 1 to bet L e ^ the -wo rVaran 1 3 condition ,>*’.» t not if
called to injure the 3nplo.y-.jr wul i 0 i oual 7 . Thi 3 mat t 3.r of
ra.li.ee is hard ‘both to define and detect. By the v-v/ let j t
be said that very rran y of the 0error run o r uni oniatsdo not
under * -card the seriously complicated inesti one the lav*-court
3
have had to dec id * in the last hal f century during the rise
of stodern industrial comhinati ons .’hr v generally we bel i eve
that the courts have dealt fairly as rail as patiently vi th
the varied j-roM errs many of which have hser difficult, to
solve i th vs pu i t y .Then gene r a 1 advanc? in 1aw ha « b e en i n.
favor of the union and it has Veen fully as raj; id as could
reasonably he 3 rpact 2d . 1
1
is rather 0, strange and seemingly
hi a s ed decision that a joint action on the part o f man to
rai se '» ig c 3 is no lo.nven considered a conspi racy , hut such
an ict.ior: to raise prices is so classed. The sympathetic
3 1 r iv e i 3 usual 1 7 deemed u. n 1 a • ful .The ** ac t tha t th 3 str i v
-
ere in one establishment may be helped to secure their de-
rmis by the 'vithdraval of the man from another car. no the
consider ed sufficient ground* for the latter to go out md
thus injur s so much the -"or* 3 the well-being of the o'errmunity.
Unionists themselves dif
f
3r ridely on thi 3 ruling. A man who
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belieYea that mtson^, owpantarajand other building trades in
a city or district ray all jci ^ in a. stride for the as si stance
cf any one of the crafte , vill readily agree that the Illinois
steel vorVers mentioned above were perfectly right in refusing
to join in i sympathetic strike in 1901. lore declare that no
sympathetic strike should he entered upon when contracts are
i- opere.t j on w lees the - contracts recognise the j os si hi e
cooperation with other crafts on unions in case a strike oc-
curs. This is believed to he legal by its friends .father or
not those in leadership in a widely affiliated organization
•*oul& agree to this, re are not sure. The stron
.5 plea i s to
stand togethe^T-solidari ty.No doubt this is the worki nyman ’
s
greatest asset—in union is strength .It is recognized, n ever-
theless , that violated contracts are extremely harmful to i\ e
union cups and most leaders ar-* very careful to use every ex-
pedient to pr event such breaches cf confidence .This re rr tv
confidently conclude-all thinking and loyal unionists are ex-
posed to strikes and eagerly look forward to the tire -.when
the "113 he no longer needed even as a last resort ,1'ear-
rhile , especially among these leaders who have the laborer’s
welfare most at heart the tendency is to seek by every pcs a ibl
me -ins to avert strikes.
(2). The Boycott is the refusal of the members of a union
to Vr/ goods of an unfair firm. It may include t- e endeavor to
secure the refusal of others to buy and the publication of the
*
» 9
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.
name of t,hs firm on the list of t h o s e considered to K e un-
fair to or.Tari«M 1 -<hor .The boycott way even reach to the
warchant 8 who continue to he.nlle the product, of the ur f ei r
firm i.e.the members of the union and their fri -»nAs wav* r e-
fu 3 a to patronize t ' e former uni ana the/ refuse to c tr^v the
products of the latter. One unioni3te point? out that this ie
no new method of coercion, for the concerted i*e:’u3al o p the
American colonists to use tea ind duty bearing articles in
thein struggle against /he British Governm et*t res a boycott
in every thing but name. Moreover it is points out that the
British and American merchants suffered severely as • ?1 3 as
the government against which it was dir acted. The boycott's *
success depends upon the concerted action of a large and
wide spread constituency .Hence it is tyeeessary to find
means of scattering far and wide a knowledge o’ the grisv-
anceaod a rep Jest of refusal to buy. This has call ed into
being the "unfair "or "we don't patronise "lists in the
official journals of the trade unions .^hat this method has
been very successful in compelling employers to grant union
demands is certain. In some cases it has cans ed great losses
to the unfair firm. ©pinion about the right of the voycott is
divided .Laborers almost universally agree in claiming it
as their Tight to use the boycott as a lawful moans of coer-
cion. Its counterpart , they point out , i 3 the employer's
black-list .This is a list of employees who have govs out on
Vv.K A : *1 ; >5
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strika or b »en active i r l* her movements or hav 5 of fardel
in sot" e other ray whic'n employer^ associations circnlat
3
among their rbere. By ‘.his means the employer boycotts
the employee's only saleable article -1 abo'* .It will be
readilv seen that this mean .3 of fighting th .3 union cir
ha much more secretly oar ri
3
.1 on and hence be much bar i-
er to bring into the open than the boycott.
The legal status of the boycott has not been sett! ;d.
'Tith the boycott as with the strike "malicious intent to
injure" is unla 7/ful .In joma courts the boycott has been
declared legal providing persuasion and not coercion is
used to induce others to cease from patronizing the un-
fair firm or firms. In other cases the boycott has itself
h een looY ed up0 n as a m e ans of co e r c i on a
n
,
5
th e r 3 f0 r
e
declared illegal.. In the Buck Stove and
-ange Company case
t h 3 da c i sion wa s rendered th at t. >1e ” % e i0 r ’ t pa t r o n 1 2 3
”
column of ti e ” American FederaVlonist" is uni?."-’ ful .The
Supr eme Court of California has, to all inter.- and pur-
poses , dec! ared that the unfair list is unlawful .Jfany of
trie court decisions hinge on the question whether or not
.vhat is lawful for the individual is also lawful for two
or more individuals acting in conjure tion .Legal authorities
differ on due subject. The unionists insist that numbers
do not 3 f f 3 0 1 t h0 ma 1
1
e " - - wVia t. one person may do
,
rvtny may
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do in concerted action abd thereby legally junti *133 la
•reapor 0" the boy cot t .Labor lead ere al 30 assert that the
ri yh t 3 of free speech and fr ]? pr e 3
3
are i n t a 1* f ared ri th
"’b en b vr t h e ’5 1 e 0 f court j r. j unctions tha unfair list an c
other means of the boycott -,rc enjoined .This idea has
Ije an. .scoffed at by m^.ny cpi ' )f qr
1 it ur3 see ?»>. at was stated in the injunction in tha cas s
of the Buck Stova *n^L Range? Coup any , "The injunctip» pro-
hibited the publication of tt $ Company 1 s nan; a ux on the
*^3 d)or't F tronisse^lio t of the ^rar ic~r Fader at i or ' f
Labor ,di racily or i ndir ectly , and ill* -fare forbidden to
state | deal ar a m a a v th a t fch ere e k i 3 1. e d o r had b ear an
y
dispute or difference o t' any kind between the company f
the American trader at i on of Lf or or ar.v of its affiliat-
ed or g an i via t i o n.s rhat so ever"**.?! r consider j r»g that trier 3
mas a difference between the company and its employees
regarding the continuance of the nine hour workday to
the met-al polishers, and discrimination against and die-
chargee f men because of membership in the union .and con-
sidering that the officers of the American Federation o f
Labor "r**-* brought into court for something mhiph their
•Crecutive Council nr-.ir imouely voted (i . e .placing the Puck
* A1 3. agents
,
f.ri ends
,
e yrr^.a thi^er 3 •, 0 r c 0uns el c f th
e
Are r i c an Federation of I.ab 0 r .
* *Buck >tove &Pange Co . Injunction Tr oc 3 e dings - lamual
Grompers P.4.
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',rr3 Don't Tatroniz e"li et )Stove and ^ange Company in th j
and th?*t these officials were left no lawful way of communi-
cating the condition of the 0.133 to their constituents , they
might -wall claim illegal and unconstitutional action in
"being forbidden to state
,
declare or say that there had ex-
isted or had been any dispute cf difference between the
company
,
etc . ether or not the labor leaders involved were
right i refusing to obey the court is not our concern.
It is ea3*v t.o see how they reasoned to the conclusion that
their constitutional rights to freedom of speech and press
had been violated by such a sweeping injunction which not
only prevented the printing the name o' the firm in the
unfai- list, but even a discussion of the differences or
a statement that they existed. For e over it is stated by
the labor men concerned that the justice later declined to
either modify or explain the terms of the injunction.
The m at ter 0 f th e boycott isj th e n , un cieci d ed so f swr as
its legal status is concerned. As the unionist views it it 3
vain 3 and effectiveness as a means of cored on are not un*
certain/’The fight must continue to uphold the right to
boycott not because the workers have any particular love
for the boycott . Indeed the r have no morelove for the bovcott
than for the strike.Both are extreme m-eaeur es of defense
forced upon the workers by unjust condi tion 3 . The workers
fully realise that the boycott and the strike are means to
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or the threat to with-hold. the votes from those vho rsfusa
to do so. Things have so far progressed that in many corrmumi-
ties the labor vote is earnestly sought for -in’ toe candidates
'
'labor records ar> widely published whenever faror able.
The Constitution o' the Unit id Brotherhood o" Carpenters
and Joiners of America has under the heading "Our Principles"
and the caption "Labor Legislation , " ""Resolved
,
that it is of
the greatest importance that members should vote intelligently
;
hence the members o " this Broth jrhood shall stride to secure
legislation in favor of those mho produce the wealth of the
country , and all discussions and ^e solute ors in the t direction
shal 1 be in order it any regular meeting, but j. «.rt.y politics
must be excluded. "On the l ist page of this constitution is
published a " pi^t ,v r-", "of municipal , state and national issues.
Among these are numerated municipal owners'll t /street railways,
gas and electric lighting pi ant s
,
tele rhons etc; eight hour
service for municipal laborers ;dir ect legi slation bv initiative
and refer endum; sanitary Inspection of ^in es
,
'workshops tnd
dwellings jabolition o ? prison contract %b$r {prohibition of
child labor under sixteen years ;1 i ability of emoloyers for
injury jaboli tion o r all indirect taxes : a dual pay for ecual
serv 1 c * s ‘’or m •-> « &»- p vqnon
.
tv, * -^7 0 1 at 0 r v*hich folio rs oho ws
the common attitude of the labor leader in this matter. "Let
us restate that there can be no coercion of any man along
partv lines. labor must learn to use parties to advance cur
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method is not lost on labor leaders and thair efforts will ha
constantly toward a wider usa of i t .Unfortunately laws do not
operate automat ioally- -Tha.y have to be oparat ad. "For this
raison thosa who ar a so disposed frequently bring good laws
to ^aught, No doubt the duty of the bn3ins33 agant will more
and more be to looV out for tha fullest enforcement of tha
laws passed in favor of tha workman. This is now a part of
thair varied worV--it vill presently ha given greater emphasis.
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One o r the "bitterest fights in all the modern In-
dus tri 1 life is that over the closed shop. An open shop is
one where union and non-union men may work together. A clos-
ed shop may be an anti-union shop—where union men are not
allowed to work ,in so^e cases employees are compelled to
themselves not to join a union ;or a union 3hop where
a non-union man i3 not a] lowed to *ork,Tn most union shops
a non-union man i3 giver a brief’ time to file an application
for member ship. "For instance the Constitution of a Carpenter'3
union reads as follows- "No union carpenter shall msrk in a
shop or job with a no^-union carpenter more than one week,
without obtaining his application with at least part of his
initiation fee, or notifying his local union or business agent,
under penalty of a fine of one ( I )dollar . "The common system
of identification of union men is by the use of the union
catfd .Business agent. s have the right to go into the shops
from time to time for inspection and are under obligation to
r s gu 3 s t the foreman to discharge or lay off any man who is
not in good standing with his union. Tinder the "check-off
system, "much less widely used, the employer deducts union
dues, fines and all union financial obligations of the work-
man from hi. 3 pav and turns the money directly over to the
treasurer of the organi/2 ati on .'T'his met od keeps the members
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always in go od standingdur ing their employment under the
checking syst sir, but it H nds obj actions on the o->e hand
that it gives the employer too much to do with union af-e
fairs, and on the ether ’:and that many employers are not
willing to assist the union in this manner.
Fuoh unpleasant disnussio^ has arisen over the closed
j ,T t has frequently been denounced as '’un-American,
"
"monopolistic,” "invading the inalienable right of Americans
to «nrv when , wher e , and how they desi '*e"etc .On the contrary
the unionist regards the attitude of the open she p employers
as hypocritical
,
for many of those who deny the right of the
workman to demand the closed shop insist upon their right to
refuse to hire union men--in reality having a closed shop
against the union. The organized workmen insist that their
labor is a comodi t.y as much as any other saleable article
and that they have a perfect right to dispose of it under
certain contract conditions.
'""he lav of the land gives the employer the right to
hire any labor he can get. He has a right to bid, to make
a contract .But the workman has the same rights. Bow, since
every man has a right to sell bis labor as he sees fit, he
has a right rot to sell 1 t to the employer ”ho wants an
"open shop” . --?very man has the right to say ; "I will not
work for you unless r or, make x contract with the union to
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which T belong
,
and agree to employ none hut members of that
union. ,,rpo 3a y that h.3 may not sav this is equivalent to say-
ing that hs must sell his labor, not as h? sees fit, but as the
emplo r-»r sees fi t. A manufactur er may buy all his raw materi-
al,all Vi 3 fiachi nery, from one compang.TTo on© is idioti c enough
to tall him that he must patronise a dozen differ ant companies.
’Hav may he not buy all his labor from one union? He may close
his shop to all manufactur ers of raw material except one;
he may not,!* he be" American, "close his 3hop to all workmen
but those who ere members of a given union which offers to
supply him with labor.”*
"The union shop con raot decision "says , "The union shop
does not destroy the right of free contract ,but conserves it
and is based upon it. It is an exercise of the right to work
or not to work and of the right to determine where , when , and
with whom one shall orV."** The unionist dee 3 believe
that those who cry against the closed shop as an un-American
institution are not sincere and a reply is made to the National
Association o r Clothiers which made such i statement by the
following quotation from the "Poston Transcript-:
"lone years ago when shops were" free and open", the em-
ployment of an American in the clothing shops was the exception.
The garment maker tooV advantage o' unrestricted immigration
and filled the aweat shops with the cheap labor of distressed
* Editorial American Eedarationist Jane, 1904.** Ibid,
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European refugees, until tbs conditions became 30 appalling
that society st epped in and laws war a an act ad to inprove
the sanitary condition of the shops and limit the hours
o f labor of women and children .The manufacturer who had
brutalized the clothing operatives by taking advantage
of the supply of J abor in the market, *'a3 compelled to halt,
by the severed* 3 a of a vigorous humane public sentiment , not
by their own disposition.
’’Mow it is all very well to talk about the ’’old American
System "and vin a little applause for seeming patriotism, but
it is not within reasonable comprehension that a re turn to
the primitive conditions of clothing manufacture in this coun-
try is possible .The swaat shop is distinctly un-American, and
anything that tends to bring it back must be resisted by an
enlightened public sentiment .Indeed, i f r 3 are to return to
a distinctly American system e rust go v ack of the sweat, shop
to the time vhen the wool was cut from the hack of the sheep,
carded, and spun a^d the clothing made at home.”*
Having noted the above, the editorial added the following
cl aim- "The unions , through the "closed” shop , abol i shed the sve*t
shop and secured for the garment workers the right of contract,
an ” American"r ight ,and decent conditions."**
The objection is also made th t the liberty of the employers
* Editorial American Eederationist June 1904.
** American Eedsrationist August I°04.
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is curtailed "by tbs open 3hop.To thi =* the unionist is prepar-
ed to r3pl7,"?h3 employer's right of contract is not abridged
by the union shop, since it is offered to him as an economic
advantage which he is free to accept or reject. Then he chooses
to accept it he limits his freedom no more than in any case
cf a contract with a particular person or corporation for a
particular purpose. The union shop i.s not contrary to public
policy, because public policy demands above all things the
preservation of the right of contract.lt is true that the
closed shop or union shop contract , liVe contracts for the supply
of ra materials , machinery, etc , by particular persons , "tends to
create limited partial monopolies," but the law never has and
does not now penetrate against "limited
,
partial monopol i es
.
w *
This f i.nal statement leads us to the legal aspect of the
union shop. There have been decisions declaring it illegal such
as that o'" Judge Adams of the Appellate Court of Code County
Illinois 1901, hut these are now generally rejected and at
the time when they were given they were strongly opposed by
many of the legal fraternity.
The unionist views the closed shop simply as a present
means of advancement and one that eventually will be needed
no longer.He constantly looVs forward to the time when all
hostility between the union and the employer shall have ceas-
ed. That will be when the great body of laborers are organized
* American "Federation! 3t August 1904.
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into so powerful a union that th3y can guaranty 3 to them-
3
3
1v 3a fai r tr eatnent and that the employer will need or-
gan! 2 ad •forVwan Tor the bast interest o r his busi ness .Than
the closed chop will he no longer necessary . Indeed it is
nor an adage with organized labor that wherever the union
is sufficj ently strong to get, just treatment the closed
shop luestion is never broached. The present need of the
close i shop is to help to make the union strong enough so
that the members can meet their employers on e \u.al footing
in making contracts. ^he bitterness toward the non-union
worker and the scab is from the fact that they enjoy the
various henifits , which organized workmen have produced for
all workers in a trade, and are not only unwilling to share
the expense and suffering entailed, but in some instances
are actual stumbling blocks in the way cf advance.
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CHAPTER ^TIT.
TRE TTWIOTT LABEL.
The Union Lab el, an American invent i or , was f j rst used
by th 3 organized cigars makers of San Francisco in 1874 as
a protest and guarantee against Chi nea'a rads cigars .'’’ha
hatters’ label was adopted in 1835 and the garment workers’
in 1885. ^or a label is used by ever./ branch of organized
labor where it is practiaabla and is legally recognized in
almost every state in the United States. It is frequently call-
ed the "hall-mark of organized labor "and"organiz ed labor's
nost j.o erfal weapon." Labor leaders recognize its great
possibility and in 1304 the American federation of Lav or
offered cash prizes for the bast essays on its history and
use.Tt affords an easy method of markirg goods produced under
union agre emsnts—minimum wage ,r e asonable hours , sanitary condi
tions ;no child labor , no sweating system, no convict products;
it promises skilled -yorkmanshi p , no scamping , and"j ust as advert
tised articles"— "it is the 5 ^signi a of industrial decency."
Rome of the rules for the use of the Union Label are-
"Fo shop or mil? shall be entitled to the labels except such
shop cr mill has an eight hour workday and a minimum pay of
thirty certs per hour to all bench and machine hands, and em-
plevs members o " the United Brotherhood exclusively, except
where dispensation has been granted by the General President
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upon application fro 1'" the District Council or Local Driion.--
"very shop, mi 11 or factory shall hare a ?»ho
:
Steward , who
shall he the authorized person to apply the label , stamp or
die, provided the foregoing conditions are complied with as
well as other trade rules of the district //here located,
The members employed in said chop , ill or factory shall held
'Meetings at least once a month. The Shop Steward shall be A at
the gegular >• onthfcy mealing for one month; the member worVirg
in said shop, mill or factory longest shall serve first , all
others to serve in rotation. "* It is ordered that the em-
ploy ere shall not he permitted to handle or have in charge
the labels and that tne labels ar c to he at tached to goods
so that thav cannot he detached with out destroying the labels.
To the workman the union label has the advantage of
being his most powerful coercive weapon at the least cost.
It is not subject to injunctions as are the boycott and
pic'- etting.Tt costs i ess than the strike and helps to make
-trikes urecessary by giving employers of unite labor an
advantage in business— it makes the organization of workmen
desirable to the employer because o f the increasing demands
for the products o" organized labor. Its value to the em-
ployer is snn in its cheapness as an advertising medium
•Const! tut ion, Brotherhood of Cat], enters & Joiners of
/oner i ca . 3 eo
, 211 , 220 .
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it 5* enlistment of good will and confidence on the o-rt of
t >i s wag 3-3ar n er c and its guarant 33 makes goods 33]] 3 a 37
.
TV13 advantage to tbs publicis that it g i v e 3 assurance o r
.sanitary conditions of production, fad r tr 3 tmerit of work-
men and goods "as represented. " " T e live in an age of doubt,
uncerfainity and inquiry, and while our great minds wrestle
with the economic elephant , whil e this lack of harmony exists
and we await the puestionable outcome, is there any one
practical means of mutual self-protection upc - which the
•workers can unite ??his luefrtion is answered in the union
label. It can be adopted by all vocations , the ski lied and
Unskilled il ike . The printer can use it on his printing, the
cigar maker can us 3 it on his box, the ’latter underneath hi 3
hat band, the tailor on his vest strap etc,—each can demand
the union product of all. Demand it."*
"Labor organizations have not as yet effectively utiliz-
ed their latent power in this conn act ion .The members of labor
organizati ons could do much toward preventing scamping and
adulterate on .The powerful unions in the building trades might
O
do mnoh toward preventing violations of the building la s in
citi. es.^hs wage earners live in many buildings which are im-
properly constructed ; and often pay he penalty for faulty
cons truction .The produc er--the workman-
-by neglecting to
oppose bad work injures hie brother unionist a ho consumes
*
^iseacre Findings on 'brads Unions . Fub.by A.F. of L.
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the product. TVi 3 consumer of almost any product is obliged to
grope in th? dark in regard to the quality of his purchases
.
His dependence upon the word of reput it ion of V o maker or
the sell er is often com lete.IC the uni on label always 3 t' od
for good workmanship, m -lj t r a .
3
rapr esented, an:, obedience to
legal re uirements , i t would come tc the consumer as a welcome
ray of light through the darkness of uncertainty and mi 3 represent
atior.lt would net be imp- s 3 i bite to make the mien label,
’’organized labor ’s most powerful veapen
. "Organiz ed labor
might furnish an effective check u,-on certain varieties of
graft , as , "or exampl e , i n connection it! public and private
buildings .Graf t is primarily a di sease of the commercial world,
the world of buying and selling, as distinct from the world of
production . "
*
Vi awing what the union label should accomplish from the
theoretical standpoi t the outlook is very promising. ' Tnfor tu-
nately it has not worked out so '"ell in.' practice .The trouble
lies not in the plan but in the operation of it. All unicr
workmen vill not demand articles 3 tamped rri th t he la 1 si. The
leaders urge it. -Some of them earnestly request that no 1..
cal union be opened or closed without mention of the label
and exhortation that the members ask for articles marked by
it. 'Fairs have been held with the object of instructing the
public in its value but to the present time no great numbers
* Carlton- -History and Problems of Organized Labor-?. 183.
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have bee n von over to the nee of ix.Tn the constitution of
th e TTnited Frotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America
this note at pears under the caption "Our Principles," "Fe-
30lved, t, v' it members of this organisation 3hou3d maVe it a
rule, when purchasing goods, to call for those which hear the
trade mark of organised lahor,and when 3 ndividual , firm or
corporation shall strike a blow at labor organizati on , they
are earnestly requested to give that individual, firm or
corporation their careful consideration .No good union man
can kiss the rod that whips him." in the various trade
journals we find articles urging 'he individuals to demand
the label and complaining that employers who have none but
union labor do not use the label. The very fact that the label
has not been n ore enerally demanded by the employers leads
us to conclude that it is not consistently asked. for by work-
ingmen. A faim number of retailers in Massachusetts asked if
/
they found any advantage in the union label, in most cases re-
sponded in the negative and in a few, said , "very little",
lome even declare that them know union men who will take the
unlabeled articles rather than the labeled, if the former are
a few cents cheaper. This slight test only speaks for a small
section and proves 1 i ttls--possibly at most it only indicates
a lack of solidarity among workers and the need of more union
and a deeper se^se of r esponsibi li ty in the rank and file of
•cl U -toc e M n’ t
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orgaM zed labor. '"he fact that a varu f-ac tur erj s psjSmit led
for a certain consid e ,r ati on to ug? the union label, should
carry with it a foil j r > of obligation on the jart of unikn
n: »r to give hi a products a preference and to end-savor to
pgl others to do likewise JTnless this is lone the power of
the •r-hula scheme is lost .To doubt the explanation of the
matter lies partly in the fact, that as in ctb *r orgahi aa-
tions
,
” A. great many men join the mi on and pa-' their da 53—
after them have done that the r feel that they have j.er form-
ed all that is necessary , and in fact, have done their whole
art *'o sing! * union .is great si to carry out the union
label plan to a successful issue. As the boycott depends upon
x vide -spread refusal of patronage , the union lab si depends
on a wide-spread patronage .If the workers o'* one trade cen-
t, j cue to purchase goods of another tr vde made under unfair
conditions , they directly reduce the consuming po^sr of the
union men of the latter trade end indirectly injure them-
salv -s by their sho^tsight edness .Dm er and above the Royal-
ty of the union men , the union label needs the general
support c * the consumers. To get this ; by persistent, ef for t
it must muk e itself such a guarantee for reliability as to
create a steady , consistent and widespread demand, >h doubt
a vest vigorous educational propaganda is needed in behalf
o f the 1 ah el ,^h a n 1 1 s gr e t p
o
v e r s are util j. z ad ev en fc o i
reasonable extent among working per pie, the long fight of
organized labor "ill be well nigh won.
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CHA?m ^P IX.
APT* I TP AT I f :t \ko CONC ILI AT I '"NT.
Arbitration is a method of obviating or terminating
industrial v-rfa,r ? . A board of arbitration usual lyof three
or *or^ members i e given authority to investigate and settle
di sputes .’Tien the employer end employees agree to the appoint-
ment of *uch a board and agree to abide bv .its a wards it is
called voluntary arhj. tr at ion .The unionist declares that this
is the only real arhi tration .^Tien the government compels the
disputants to submi t4.be case and accept the findings of the
board ,it i 3 called compulsory arbitration.lt is the duty of
business agents to settle all difference^ amicably if rossibl e .
Arbitration precedes a strike whenever the union is given an
opportunity to speak and concludes a strike when the men agsee
to return to work. This form does not infallibly occur but it
should do so -according to the policies of trad 1 unions. Or-
ganised labor believes in arbitration in that sense i . e . that
the Representatives of the disagreeing parties get together
and adopt plans for their common good. It does not believe
in compulsory arhi tration--the submission of all differences
between capital and labor tc a supposedly impartial in some
ca-’ee a non-par ti san
,
commit- 1 ee 'hose decision is final. One
objection is that many luestionsof vital importance to the
workmen can only be thrashed out by those directly '•orc^rn-
ed. Trade TTnion Epigrams says- "The compulsory' arhi tration j st
would cure the disease by villing the patient. ^he compulsory
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arbitrationist should r emsmb .?r th t t.he government
,
like fir
3
is a good servant but a bad m .et^*“. rr,he id a a that compulsory
arhitr ation la* ”3 encour eg* ’ 1 a ofjanizatj or ofl the* workers
amounts in fact to sac paradox: of organising the j«orleers
for the primary obj set of destroying the very power that make
organization itself worth vh il e . Tak e from man r • e right to
ivi.lt work at his c-n pleasure , and you take from him that
attribute which, nekt to the right to light itself, marks the
difference between the human and t-e lower animal . Almost
anybody can see a difference between arbitration compelled
by the employer and administered by the employer’s court.
Hohora'-'le terms is the predicate of arbitration
,
consequently
there can be no need of physical compulsion in the acce t-
ance of th *» t r e s o rt • M Compuls
0
r
y
Ar bitr a t i o n ” is compulsion,
as opposed to arbitration .Core i Hat. ion and arbi t ration are
of course, well worth seeking. In the present imperfect state
of industrial moral e , however , i t is apparent that the hope of
attaining the.ee ends lies chiefly in the power of either or
b o th parties to fa1 1 ba eg’ \ > p o n th 3 sterner alt err a t i y3 . ” *
As one of these epigrams indicates the unloni 3t. objects
to compulsory arbitration because the terms are contradictory
He claims that arbitration involves voluntary action of both
parties in the submission of the dues tiers involve 1 to an
arbitral committee. Compulsion by the government is repugnant
*
"'alter Mac Arthur -''^rada ' Tnion dpi grams” .^.d
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to our democratic insti tutiono.lt r eally denies the right
to strike -the right, o’ the laborer to yjit vo^k ,and ?o
take*? out of hi 8 hand that moan 3 hLich hie been real, sff e
ivo in accomplishing favorable r 3 sul t s . Organ i <s e d label's
experienced "'are it wimy— i t fear i the effect of prejudic
and '‘in ter •sacs'* and does not c re to er.trus ' its cause to
t-
"disinter eat td thi r d ] »ar ties " s c 1 o ng as hoi J-3 in its
hands such good instruments for gaining its ends .T' also
charges that the phrase /’there is nothin; to arbitrate"
has com j into common sss bv the souths of i> » employer*
and that right has been so generally on its side that it
never fears to face "vo lu n tar y "arbi t/ration .'ho it the public
suffers from strikes is admitted, but it' cannot see How
compulsory arbitration rill help. "I believe th t the reason
why many well-re an ing, honest and conscientious men and
women favor some form of compulsory arbitration arises
from the fact that their attention has been called to the
refusal to arbitrate or the part of s cm > larg 1 corporations
or other employers of labor. It is felt that the rest of the
public are wads innocent suffers and vict.i ms
,
arc? that there
ought to be 3oai3 *?3.y to rive to the ^libido the facts, ir order
that it night be known who is actually to t-1 am? .’’bener-r they
are asked-" Ho you rant to send a man or roman to jail for
iuitting ork ? * the y immediate!--*- answer
,
"TJo ,TTo
.
"
""hat they
seem to desire is that these corporations or employers who
refuse to arbitrate shall in some way be compelled tc do so.
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This is manifestly impossible .Laws that are "jug handled”,
even if possible of enactment and execution, invariably have
the handle so placed that khe large corporations and employ-
ers of labor Veep hol d o f' tbs handle . Commissi on 3
,
wi th power
to examine and repor t , would seem to be more in line with what
is desir ?d,but T would call attention to the fact that even
these have in them a feature dangerous to 1 iber ty , because from
them may come, and do sometimes corns, reports which have a tend-
ency to warp public opinion and prepare it for measures which,
without such preparation, the public would unhesitatingly re-
pudiate . w * Union policies include arbitration^but the workmen
demand the right to say when they shall submit to it.
Co nci liati on is a method of settling industrial disputed
bv means of a private or public board the purpose of which is
to bring the interested parties together with a view to com-
promise. A Board of Conciliation may have authority to investi-
gate a^d to compel the pees shoe of witnesses but its findings
are not binding on the parlies concerned. One c f the most in-
teresting experiments in conciliation is the application of
the Canadian Industrial hist jt.es Investigation Act which was
enacted in March I°07.The Act provides that in case of a dis-
pute between employers and employees of any public utility
( transpor lati on , t el egr aph , t elephon e comj ani ts, longshor eman
,
miners, etc )i t is illegal to resort to strive or lockout
until the matters have been subjected to a Board of Con-
* Samuel (romper 3 Address before Arbitration Congress
Chicago 111 . 1900
.
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dilation for inves tigate on ; ths Board tc b j selected under,
the authority o 0 the Minister of Labor ,one ^3^b?r nominated
by each interested party ard a third, who 3jrv?3 as chair-
iran, to he nominated hy these two; if the two members fail to
agree on a third, the Minister o ^ Labor has po"er to appoint,
the Board has power to summon witnesses and tc comi el the
submission of* pertinent material. The proceedings and final
report of each Board is published throughout the country.
After its work is complete on the single case the Beard dis-
bands .The idea is to secure whatever concessions possible
from the contending parties until an agreement can be reach-
ed. 'Hie strength of the plan is in publicity. An offending firm
or union may expect its attitude published all over the dominion
and each dreads the rebuke of public opinion .Either side in a
dispute may apply for a Board o r Conciliation. This Act has
a limited application for it touches only on public utilities,
lo far it has worked well. In its first two years having fifty
five applications for boards , ninety six per cert of strikes
ere either avoided or ended, and twelve of these were cases
where from twelve hundred to seven thousand m^n vere con-
cerned. It should be noted in connection with this that after
the report o p the Board a lockout or strike may be declared.
'Hie Objection of the union is that this act interferes
with the right 0 f the workmen to strike whenever they desire.
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After the month or six -seks consumed by the Investigation
of a board the favorable time Tor a strike ^-av ha-^e passed.
In other words organized labor cherishes tha right to sell
its labor when the market is in such a state as to secure
them the best possibl e price. '’’he objection is fair on the
surface but will it stand ? Since the Act is pissed and the
union knows i t , can it not serve its plans in such a -ay that
this period of investigation will expire just •’hen the marks t
is right ? Hot always perhaps but usually. The Act j 3 primarily
in the interest of the public, but it has many features that
should commend it to "•asters and workmen. Its results are
premisi ng
.
In the TTnited It at es the federal Government cannot act
as can that o'* Canada except when interstate commerce suffers.
,,rith us the po * er of intervention lies -i th the State. In many
states laws on arbitration or conciliation havs been passed.
Tn seventeen states special state commissions are authorized.
Such commissions ar i appointed by the governor and in some
states must be confirmed by the Senate. Three m emb ere usually
constitute the commission , one from the employing and one from’
the laboring class and the third a disinterested person,
l-aasachusetts is a pioneer in this movement .The Board may
interfere without a request from either interested party for
the purpose of conciliation and may make a public investigation.
During the period from IB86 to T Q 04 the total number of
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i nteryent i ons were 94 3 . Settl events 450.Fy Scrci 3 1 ati on 229,
bv Arbitration 224, by public investigation i,and by submission
or on^ party 4. The ‘Board took the initative in nearly c^e half
o r the cas es
.
A new departure in conciliation wa3 the Anthracite Coal
Strike Commission ere ted by President Roosevelt in October 1902.
"he strike vas causing nation-wide suffering .Mining had been
suspended for one hundred and sixty three days when the pro-
posal was made to alio »r the differences to be submitted to
a commission of five persons appointed by the President.To
this the parties agreed and the miners resumed work during
the hearing. The time consumed was approximately five months.
The award of the commission was accepted including the ree-
om^endatl on that a Foard of Conciliation he instituted to
which future disputes should be referred The awards "ere to
be in force till April I, 1905. Since then agreements have been
made without serious disturbance.
The National Civic Federation is an association for the
promotion of industrial peace. The purpose is to bring about
a batter understanding between employers and employees for
it believes that much trouble arises because one party has
newer got the view point o r the oiher. The hope is that the
time will come when capital and labor will work together in
harmony .The Federation recognises the union and would treat
with it in all disputes .Tt works for trade agreements and
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conci liation-A full frank understanding of all sides by
both parties and a spirit of reasonable compromi <?* . Its
plans are laudable a^d an? commended by many prominent
labor leaders.
All unionists do not approve o " arbitration and con-
ciliation. Ar>ong both employers and employejs there are
m •* ny who object to ’’outside inter ferencs"
,
either by the
government or by disinterested individuals .Extreme men
in organized labor even object to nuking contracts with
their employjrs on the ground that these cancel the right
to strike at a favorable time.Happily this is not the atti-
tude of the majority .Concil iation and voluntary arbitration
are usually -elcomed by the union , but every unionists wishes
to reserve the right to have his say as to -hether or not
i
that such expedients are desirable any given time. With-
out doubt the increased strength of organized labor will
cause the public demand for 30 w: e me.j.ns of checking in-
dus trial war fare. 'Hi3 plan 6f conciliation in general form
the type of the Canadian or Massachusetts laws will tend
to give both capital and labor a '’air opportunity to make
the most of their product and at the same time protect the
great multitude known as the "innocent third par tv". The
present outlook i3 that the ti^e is approaching when all
industrial differences will be settled without recourse
to strikes or lockouts ,wi thout creating entity between
t different classes of men and in a sane and equitable
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rranner .Past ex-p3riances in conciliation ar c so favorabl
as to augur .veil for the future.
1
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